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Abstract
Dissemination and collection of large amounts of data are two fundamental services required in
wireless sensor networks. Despite almost a decade of research, existing large data dissemination
and collection protocols still take long completion times and consume a significant amount
of energy. This is due to the effects of various issues: contention overhead, intra- and inter-
flow interferences, external interference, link asymmetry, varying channel conditions, channels-
quality differences, and/or energy-intensive requirements such as packet overhearing.
In this work, we effectively handle these issues by exploiting constructive interference and
channel diversity, in addition to using various techniques such as exploiting transmission den-
sity diversity and node diversity, XOR coding, channel cycling, etc. This leads us to make
three important contributions, which constitute this dissertation: (1) We design and implement
Splash, a data dissemination protocol that is more than an order of magnitude faster than state-
of-the-art dissemination protocols. (2) We propose a new approach that allows data collection
protocols to exploit long-range communication links of intermediate quality (IQ) through chan-
nel diversity with a new protocol, called ILTP (IQ Link Transformation Protocol), which does
not require an energy-intensive operation of packet overhearing. (3) We design and implement
P 3 (Practical Packet Pipeline), a high-throughput data collection protocol that on average uti-
lizes 84.2% of the effective data rate of the underlying de facto standard CC2420 radio, whereas
average utilization for the state-of-the-art high-throughput protocol is only 16.2%.
Splash. It is well-known that the time taken for disseminating a large data object over a
wireless sensor network is dominated by the overhead of resolving the contention for the under-
lying wireless channel. On the other hand, Splash eliminates the need for contention resolution
by exploiting constructive interference and channel diversity to effectively create fast and par-
allel packet pipelines over multiple paths that cover all the nodes in a network. We call this
tree pipelining. In order to ensure high reliability, Splash also incorporates several techniques,
including exploiting transmission density diversity, opportunistic overhearing, channel cycling,
and XOR coding. Our evaluation results on two large-scale testbeds show that Splash is more
than an order of magnitude faster than state-of-the-art dissemination protocols and achieves a
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reduction in data dissemination time by a factor of more than 20 compared to the most com-
monly used DelugeT2.
ILTP. A large percentage of links in low-power wireless sensor networks are of intermediate
quality (IQ). Opportunistic exploitation is currently the only way to exploit longer range offered
by these links. However, such exploitation requires packet overhearing which consumes a sig-
nificant amount of energy. Whereas ILTP takes a novel approach of exploiting IQ links through
channel diversity, which does not require packet overhearing. ILTP transforms IQ links into
good links thus allowing us to exploit such links continuously rather than using them only op-
portunistically. Our evaluations on three large-scale testbeds demonstrate that ILTP is able to
consistently transform the IQ links into good links. When ILTP is integrated with CTP, the
default data collection protocol for sensor networks, the average number of transmissions per




. While state-of-the-art large data collection protocol (PIP (Packets In Pipeline)) exploits
channel diversity to create a fast packet pipeline, it ignores the drastic performance differences
that exist among different channels – there exists a high chance that a good link on one chan-
nel not even existing on another channel. Such differences significantly degrade throughput by
causing pipeline stalls. On the other hand, P 3 keeps its packet pipeline flowing despite substan-
tial quality differences among different channels. In order to do so, P 3 exploits node diversity
on both senders and receivers through constructive interference. Moreover, unlike existing ap-
proaches whose maximum achievable goodput is half of the effective data rate of an underlying
radio device, P 3 can achieve a maximum goodput that is equal to the effective data rate. Our
evaluation results on a 139-node practical testbed show that P 3 achieves an average goodput
of 177.8 Kbps while PIP’s average goodput is only 35.6 Kbps. More importantly, P 3 achieves
an average goodput of about 179.3 Kbps in cases where goodput of PIP reduces to zero which
happens often in practice.
Overall, in this dissertation, we design and implement efficient large data dissemination and
collection protocols for wireless sensor networks, which outperform state-of-the-art protocols
by a large margin.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Wireless Sensor Networks
Wireless networks of tiny embedded devices commonly known as wireless sensor networks
have numerous applications, ranging from monitoring of serene habitats of birds to turbulent
volcanos [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Moreover, a paradigm of Internet of Things makes
sensor networks truly pervasive, by connecting almost everything to the Internet [12]. While
extremely useful, sensor networks are equally challenging due to extreme resource constraints.
A sensor device is typically constrained by most of its components, among which, energy is the
paramount issue as it decides the lifetime of a sensor network.
Given the fact that communication consumes significant energy [13], most of the sensor net-
work research focus on designing efficient communication protocols. Typically, communication
in sensor networks is a part of either data dissemination or collection. Dissemination service in-
volves disseminating large data objects to the entire network and it is required for almost every
application of sensor networks. Similarly, a service that collects large amount of data from a
network is also of similar significance. Because of their importance, both of these services have
received much attention in the research community [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24].
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However, despite such an attention, performance of these existing bulk data dissemination and
collection protocols is often poor in practice, taking long completion times and consuming a
significant amount of energy. This is due to the effects of various issues: contention over-
head, intra- and inter-flow interferences, external interference, link asymmetry, varying channel
conditions, channels-quality differences, and/or energy-intensive requirements such as packet
overhearing.
The focus of the work in this dissertation is to effectively tackle these issues that affect
the performance of fundamental services of large data dissemination and collection in sensor
networks. We show that we can do so, by exploiting constructive interference and channel di-
versity, in addition to using various techniques such as exploiting transmission density diversity
and node diversity, XOR coding, channel cycling, etc.
1.2 Case for Dissemination of Large Data Objects
Dynamic reprogramming that involves dissemination of executable programs that are typically
large is a capability that is required throughout the life of almost all sensor-network applica-
tions [25]: (1) During software development, which is a cyclic process where code is updated
and tested in a cycle. Every time an update has to be tested, an underlying test network has to
be reprogrammed. (2) Before deploying an application in the field, a dissemination protocol is
critical to facilitate application’s evaluation on testbeds representing realistic environments. (3)
To correct software bugs, it is common to encounter new bugs in deployed systems, a buggy
program has to be corrected and the underlying network must be reprogrammed with the cor-
rected executable image. (4) During operation of an adaptive application such as fire detection
and rescue, an executable program has to be disseminated as a response to the occurrence of an
event [26].
A fast dissemination protocol is desired in all the above scenarios because: (1) Energy
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consumption of a dissemination protocol is typically directly proportional to its dissemination
time. This means the smaller the dissemination time the lesser the energy consumption. (2) A
fast dissemination protocol can significantly shorten software development time as development
typically involves a large number of small changes and their testing [25]. (3) Smaller dissemina-
tion times are important as otherwise developers get frustrated with long waiting times incurred
in program installations; every time a change has to be testbed, there will be the waiting time.
(4) Dissemination speed is also critical for adaptive applications as the faster the program dis-
semination the sooner the response to an event can be initiated.
Due to issues such as contention overhead, interference, link asymmetry, and varying chan-
nel conditions, dissemination times of existing dissemination protocols are at least in the order
of minutes. On the other hand, in this work, we propose a new dissemination protocol called
Splash, which does not require contention resolution and incorporates techniques to effectively
handle the other issues. Compared to existing protocols, Splash reduces dissemination time by
an order of magnitude, from minutes to seconds.
1.3 Case for Collection of Large Data Objects
Generating data in bulk is intrinsic to several sensor-network applications such as monitoring
of active volcanos, structural health, wildlife [2, 3, 4, 5, 11], and to acoustic/imaging applica-
tions [6, 7, 8]. Moreover, a model in which nodes sense and store the sensed data locally for
later transfer in a bulk is an attractive option in general for non-realtime sensor applications
such as soil monitoring studies [9, 27], environmental monitoring [28, 29], and energy audit-
ing [10]. This is because such a model allows to achieve an ultra-low power consumption for
such applications [30].
Therefore, a protocol for collecting the generated bulk data is mandatory for all these ap-
plications. The state-of-the-art bulk data collection protocol that specifically targets energy
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efficiency is BRE [31]. While it adopts opportunistic transmissions [32] over long-range in-
termediate quality links (links with 0.1 ≤ PRR ≤ 0.9, abbreviated as IQ links) as the key
energy-saving technique, BRE fails to save energy in practice. This is because opportunistic
transmissions require packet overhearing which consumes significantly more energy than the
gain that is rendered by the transmissions over long-range links. Whereas in this work, we
propose a new approach to exploit long-range IQ links through channel diversity with a new
protocol, called ILTP (IQ Link Transformation Protocol), which does not require packet over-
hearing.
In addition to energy efficiency, high throughput in bulk data collection is also important
for three key reasons. (1) High throughput reduces event miss rate [11, 23]. Sensor nodes in
applications such as volcano monitoring [11] are required to suspend their event sampling dur-
ing data transfer in order to avoid overwriting of the local flash memory [11]. This means the
higher the data transfer throughput the sooner the nodes can resume sampling, thus allowing
nodes to capture back-to-back events which is a key application requirement. (2) For applica-
tions such as structural health monitoring [2, 3, 4], while higher sampling rates and collection
of large amounts of structural vibration data is key for accurate analysis [2], time slots available
for uploading collected data are usually short as in an application of railway bridge monitor-
ing [3] where data is uploaded on to passing trains. Thus high throughput allows gathering and
uploading of more data in the available interval of time. (3) High throughput can also reduce
energy consumption as nodes can complete data transfer faster and they can go back to sleep
for energy conservation [23].
The state-of-the-art protocol to achieve high throughput in bulk data collection is PIP (Pack-
ets In Pipeline) [23], that exploits channel diversity as its key in achieving a high throughput.
However, due to drastic performance differences that exist among different channels, PIP’s per-
formance is often poor in practice. In order to tackle this problem, we propose a new protocol
called P 3 (Practical Packet Pipeline), that ensures a high throughput despite substantial quality
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differences among different channels.
1.4 Overview of the Proposed Protocols
Following is an overview of the three protocols of Splash, ILTP, and P 3 which are designed and
implemented in this work.
1.4.1 Splash: Fast Data Dissemination
A data dissemination protocol, like Deluge [21], is a fundamental service required for the de-
ployment and maintenance of practical wireless sensor networks because of the need to pe-
riodically reprogram sensor nodes in the field. Existing data dissemination protocols employ
either a contention based MAC protocol like CSMA/CA [14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 33] or
TDMA [34] for resolving the multiple access problem of the wireless channel. As there is a
large amount of data that needs to be disseminated to all the nodes in the network, there is often
severe contention among the many transmissions from many nodes. Existing MAC protocols
incur significant overhead in contention resolution, and it has been shown that Deluge can take
as long as an hour to program a 100-node sensor network [35].
On the other hand, Splash completely eliminates contention overhead by exploiting con-
structive interference and channel diversity. Splash is scalable to large, multi-hop sensor net-
works and it is built upon two recent works: Glossy [36] and PIP [23]. Glossy uses construc-
tive interference in practical sensor networks to enable multiple senders to transmit the same
packet simultaneously, while still allowing multiple receivers to correctly decode the transmitted
packet. Like Glossy, we eliminate the overhead incurred in contention resolution by exploiting
constructive interference. Raman et al. showed in PIP that a pipelined transmission scheme
exploiting channel diversity can avoid self interference and maximize channel utilization for a
single flow over multiple hops by ensuring that each intermediate node is either transmitting
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or receiving at any point of time. Splash uses constructive interference to extend this approach
to tree pipelining, where each level of a dissemination tree serves as a stage of the pipeline,
allowing multiple packet flows to operate in parallel without intra- and inter-flow interferences.
We implemented Splash in Contiki-2.5 [37] and we evaluated the protocol on the Indriya
testbed [38] with 139 nodes and the Twist testbed [39] with 90 nodes. We compare Splash to
both Deluge [21] in Contiki and to the much improved DelugeT2 implemented in TinyOS [40,
41]. As we use DelugeT2 as a baseline, it allows us to compare Splash to many of the existing
dissemination protocols in the literature as most of them are also compared to Deluge. Our
results show that Splash is able to disseminate a 32-kilobyte data object in about 25 seconds on
both the testbeds. Compared to DelugeT2, Splash reduces dissemination time on average by
a factor of 21, and in the best case, by up to a factor of 57.8. This is significantly better than
MT-Deluge [16], the best state-of-the-art dissemination protocol, which achieves a reduction
factor of only 2.42 compared to Deluge.
1.4.2 ILTP: Transforming Intermediate Quality Links into Good Links
While IQ links are deemed too unstable by existing routing metrics, such links typically have
longer range than good quality links. There is a potential for significant energy savings if
these IQ links can be used for bulk data collection. In fact, some approaches to exploit such
links to improve routing performance have been proposed [31, 32]. However, these approaches
require nearby nodes to perform overhearing even if they are not the intended recipients. Such
overhearing consumes a significant amount of energy, thus limiting the achievable gain.
ILTP allows to exploit IQ links without packet overhearing. ILTP effectively transforms IQ
links into good quality links by exploiting channel diversity. By transformation, we mean that
given a link whose quality is intermediate on a single channel (typically, the default Channel 26),
ILTP ensures good quality (PRR > 0.9) on the same link by making timely switchings among
different channels that are not positively correlated. Such transformation of an IQ link into a
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good link means its quality fluctuations are avoided. This eliminates the need for overhearing as
otherwise required to identify the good phases of the quality fluctuations and allows transformed
links to be exploited continuously rather than only opportunistically.
ILTP is based on two key observations that we found in our measurement studies. First,
there is very little correlation in the quality of an IQ link across different ZigBee channels. In
more than 80% of the cases, the correlation coefficient for the link quality between any two
channels on the same IQ link is either negative or below 0.1. Second, it is common to find
sufficient number of channels for an IQ link, which change in quality on the time scale of a few
minutes, so that the underlying IQ link can be transformed into a good link by switching among
such channels once every few minutes.
We demonstrate the utility of ILTP by integrating it with CTP [42], the default collection
tree routing protocol for TinyOS. ILTP allows CTP to use IQ links as parts its routes and exploit
their longer range continuously. We evaluate ILTP and its integration with CTP on three large-
scale testbeds, namely: Motelab [43], Twist [39], and Indriya [38] and show that ILTP is able
to consistently transform IQ links into good links. We observe that even a poor link with a PRR
0.05 can be transformed into a good link with a PRR greater than 0.9. With ILTP integrated,
the average number of transmissions per end-to-end packet delivery for CTP routes is reduced
by 24-58%, without incurring any overhearing energy costs.
1.4.3 P3: Practical Packet Pipelining
The state-of-the-art protocol to achieve high throughput in bulk data collection is PIP (Packets
In Pipeline) [23], which exploits channel diversity as proposed in [24]. The key idea is to setup
a packet pipeline by using different non-interfering channels for different hops of a multihop
path. Such a pipeline completely avoids self/intra-flow interference and it allows to achieve
a high throughput in ideal setups. However, problems arise in practice as different channels
are used on links that are chosen on some default channel. Performance of different channels
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differs drastically from that of the default channel on such links. Our measurements on a prac-
tical sensor network show that there exists a high chance that a good link on one channel not
even existing on another channel. Such differences can completely stall PIP’s packet pipeline
resulting in zero throughput.
On the other hand, P 3 exploits node diversity through constructive interference to account
for the differences that exist among different channels and keeps its packet pipeline flowing.
P 3 is based on three key observations. First, node diversity on both senders and receivers can
be exploited through constructive interference for handling quality differences that exist among
different channels. Second, packet receptions under constructive interference are not correlated.
Third, while existing approaches allow source node of their pipeline to transmit a packet once
every two cycles, node diversity can be exploited to create a packet pipeline that allows its
source to transmit a packet in every cycle thus doubling the maximum possible throughput.
We have implemented P 3 in Contiki-2.5 and evaluated our implementation on Indriya [38]
testbed. Our results show that P 3 achieves an end-to-end average goodput of 177.8 Kbps while
PIP’s average goodput is only 35.6 Kbps. This 5 times improvement is achieved despite of
the fact that we reimplemented PIP and our reimplementation is 57% faster than its original
implementation. More interestingly, P 3 maintains an average goodput of 179.3 Kbps in cases
where goodput of PIP reduces to zero. Overall, average end-to-end utilization of P 3 is 84.2%
of the effective data rate of the underlying de facto standard CC2420 radio while PIP’s average
utilization is only 16.2%. The maximum observed utilization values are 94.1% and 44.9% for
P 3 and PIP respectively.
1.5 Contributions
Contributions of this thesis are as follows:
(1) Demonstrate that a combination of constructive interference and channel diversity is an
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effective solution to almost all the dissemination issues of contention overhead, intra-
and inter-flow interferences, external interference, link asymmetry, and varying channel
conditions. We use this combination to design and implement Splash dissemination pro-
tocol, that is more than an order of magnitude faster than state-of-the-art dissemination
protocols.
(2) Design and implement a new approach to exploit long-range communication links through
channel diversity, which does not require an energy-intensive operation of packet over-
hearing. Moreover, unlike existing solutions, which exploit such links only opportunisti-
cally, our approach allows to exploit their advantages continuously.
(3) Show that our approach of exploiting node diversity through constructive interference
can effectively account for the substantial quality differences that exist among different
channels. We use this approach to design and implement P 3, a high-throughput data
collection protocol that is on average 5 times faster than the state-of-the-art PIP protocol.
More importantly, P 3 maintains a high average throughput even in cases where PIP’s
throughput reduces to zero which happens often in practice.
(4) Empirically show that packet receptions under constructive interference are not correlated
on all ZigBee channels, particularly on those ZigBee channels which do not overlap with
the WiFi channels occupied in a target environment. While we exploit this observation for
handling channels-quality differences, it is useful in general in designing communication
protocols based on constructive interference.
(5) Our measurements demonstrate that reception qualities of different channels on long-
range IQ links are not correlated, and sufficient number of channels on such links tend
to change in quality on a time scale of minutes. This means when the link quality of a
channel is bad, it is highly likely that a good channel can be found and its quality will
remain good for at least a few minutes.
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1.6 Thesis Structure
The rest of this thesis is structured as follows. Related work is reviewed in Chapter 2. We
present details of protocol, implementation, and evaluation studies of Splash, ILTP, and P 3 in
Chapters 3, 4, and 5 respectively. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with directions for
future work.
Chapter 2
Related Work and Background
In this chapter, we provide an overview of the literature and background information that is
relevant to our work. We mainly cover the following topics: (1) constructive interference;
(2) channel diversity; (3) dissemination protocols; (4) bulk data collection with a discussion
on opportunistic routing, high-throughput collection, and collection tree protocol (CTP); (5)
methods for handling channels-quality differences; (6) correlation among packet receptions;
and (7) practical testbeds.
2.1 Constructive Interference
Rahul et al. are the first to exploit constructive interference in practical wireless networks
through SourceSync [44]. They show that it is possible for a WiFi receiver to decode an overlap-
ping of several transmissions provided those transmissions are of the same packet and they are
tightly synchronized, as such transmissions interfere constructively. It has also been shown that
such a receiver experiencing constructive interference also experiences increased SNR (Signal-
to-Noise Ratio). SourceSync exploits these facts to considerably improve the throughput in
both infrastructure and ad hoc modes of WiFi networks.
As SourceSync [44] is limited to WiFi networks, in their work on Glossy [36], Ferrari et
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al. showed that constructive interference is also practical in wireless sensor networks. They
observed that there is a high probability that the concurrent transmissions of the same packet
will result in constructive interference if the temporal displacement among such transmissions
is smaller than 0.5 microsecond. The implementation of Glossy is able to meet this requirement
and a small packet can be flooded to all nodes with deterministic delays at the relay nodes,
allowing to achieve an accurate network-wide time synchronization. Glossy is designed to
flood a single packet at a time, e.g., a control packet, and it can also be used for collecting
infrequent and periodic data as in LWB [45] that allows to achieve a low duty-cycling ratio. On
the other hand, large data dissemination and collection protocols need to achieve bulk transfer
of large packets, which introduces a new set of problems such as the need for 100% reliability,
pipelining, channel switching, and scalability in terms of both network size and constructive
interference.
The scalability of constructive interference was recently studied by Wang et al. [46]. They
showed that the reliability of constructive interference decreases significantly when the number
of concurrent transmitters increases, where reliability is defined as the probability that a packet
that is concurrently transmitted by multiple transmitters will be decoded correctly at a receiver.
While [46] is the first work to study this problem, it is based on theory and simulations, and does
not include any experimental evaluation. Our empirical results show that the scalability problem
highlighted is actually more severe in practice. Wang et al. also proposed Spine Constructive
Interference based Flooding (SCIF) to mitigate the scalability problem, but the correctness of
SCIF assumes many conditions that are hard to achieve in practice. For example, length of a
network cell is half of the radio communication range. In contrast, our strategy for handling
the scalability problem is a fully practical solution based on collection tree protocols such as
CTP [42] and our observation that typically more than 50% of nodes in a collection tree are leaf
nodes even at the lowest transmission power where the underlying network is connected (See
Chapter 4).
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2.2 Channel Diversity
IEEE 802.15.4 (ZigBee) [47] is currently the de facto standard for wireless sensor networks. It
supports 16 non-overlapping channels (usually referred by numbers 11 through 26) and these
channels are defined in the 2.4 GHz ISM band with each channel occupying a bandwidth of
2 MHz, and with an inter-channel separation of 3 MHz. Although non-overlapping, a channel
is not orthogonal to all the other channels. Concurrent transmissions on adjacent channels will
result in adjacent-channel interference [48]. The channels can however be divided into two sets
of orthogonal channels, with each containing 8 channels — (11, 13, · · · , 25) and (12, 14, · · · ,
26). While all 16 channels share the spectrum with WiFi, however, the channels 15, 20, 25, and
26 do not interfere with the three commonly used WiFi channels (1, 6, and 11) [49]. Moreover,
Channel 26 is typically the best among these non-interfering channels, consequently, it is used
as the default channel in most sensor network deployments.
While the first generation sensor-network radios such as CC1000 take around 50 millisec-
onds to switch between two channels [50], the switching cost has been dramatically reduced
in modern transceivers. The widely used CC2420 transceiver and the more recent CC2500
have channel switching times of about only 300 microseconds and 90 microseconds respec-
tively [51]. Such an overhead is negligible when compared to the 4 milliseconds required to
transmit a maximum-sized packet (of 128 bytes). Moreover, if contention backoff overheads
are included, the typical time for the transmission of a data packet and the reception of the
corresponding acknowledgment is about 15 milliseconds. Therefore, the overhead of channel
switching, which can be expected to reduce further in the future, is negligible even on a per-
packet basis.
There exists several protocols that exploit channel diversity available in sensor networks [48,
52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62]. Most of these efforts attempt to achieve parallel
transmissions so as to increase the capacity of an underlying network. Channel diversity has
also been used to improve the long-term stability of the good links that routing protocols use in
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their routes [63, 64, 65]. On the other hand, we use channel diversity for two novel purposes:
(1) To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to combine channel diversity with constructive
interference, that allows us to create multiple packet pipelines which can operate in parallel,
improving the throughput of both data dissemination and collection by a significantly large
margin. (2) We use channel diversity to eliminate the need for packet overhearing in exploiting
the advantages of long-range communication links, saving overhearing costs that are typically
significant.
2.3 Dissemination Protocols
As dissemination is a fundamental service in sensor networks, there are numerous dissemina-
tion protocols in the literature [14, 16, 17, 20, 21, 33, 34, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72]. Among
all these, Deluge [21] is the most commonly used protocol and it is the de facto standard for
dissemination in sensor networks. Deluge incorporates an epidemic approach built on a model
of advertisements and requests. A node having the most recent version of the code advertises
its availability, and other nodes download the code by transmitting explicit requests to the ad-
vertiser. In order to limit the number of advertisements Deluge uses Trickle suppression [73],
and the number of requests are also minimized as they are only transmitted as a response to an
advertisement. Because of its popularity, there exists at least a few implementations of Deluge,
DelugeT2 implemented in TinyOS is the latest and the most efficient version, which we use in
all our experiments unless stated otherwise.
Other existing protocols [14, 16, 17, 20, 33, 34, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72] are also typically
epidemic approaches incorporating special techniques in order to improve the dissemination
performance. Such techniques include, network coding [17], exploiting link qualities [14], vir-
tual machines [74], Trickle suppression [73], packet reception correlation [75], etc. A detailed
survey of existing dissemination protocols using such techniques can be found in [35, 76, 77].
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While existing protocols differ in their techniques, they all share a common feature in that
they employ a MAC protocol like CSMA/CA or TDMA for contention resolution, and they
are affected by entities such as self and external interferences,link asymmetry, varying channel
conditions, etc. Thus typically their dissemination times are in the order of minutes for dis-
seminating full images in practical networks. Our goal in this work is to significantly reduce
the effects of these entities by mainly exploiting constructive interference and channel diversity.
We show that by doing so, we can reduce the dissemination time by an order of magnitude
compared to existing approaches.
2.4 Bulk Data Collection
There are several categories of sensor-network applications which transfer data in bulks, includ-
ing structural health monitoring [2, 3, 4], acoustic/imaging [6, 7, 8], and event-driven applica-
tions like monitoring of active volcanos [11]. Moreover, as discussed in Chapter 1, a model in
which nodes sense, store, and periodically upload the stored bulk data is an attractive option
in general for non-realtime applications. Typically, such bulk data in sensor networks is down-
loaded sequentially, from one node at a time [18, 30]. Thus a single flow (a single multihop
path) would be active at any given point of time. This is because it is hard to handle inter-flow
interference [18]. Moreover, such a sequential download is extremely energy efficient [30],
and it is not a problem even from the perspective of completion time as overall time required
for downloading from an entire network is the critical metric [18]. These considerations drive
existing bulk data transfer protocols [18, 22, 23, 24, 31] to attempt to improve data transfer
throughput over a single flow.
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2.4.1 Opportunistic Routing
Sanjit and Morris proposed Extremely Opportunistic Routing (ExOR) [32] for achieving a high
throughput in transferring bulk data. A key technique of ExOR in improving throughput is to
exploit long-range communication links, that are typically ignored by routing protocols. While
ExOR considerably improves data transfer throughput in WiFi networks, however, it is not a
candidate in low-power sensor networks. This is because ExOR requires packet overhearing,
which consumes a significant amount of energy. Furthermore, ExOR also requires coordination
among packet receivers which further adds to the overall overhead.
Long-range communication links in low-power sensor networks particularly those of inter-
mediate quality (0.1 ≤ PRR ≤ 0.9) have been studied extensively by Srinivasan et al. [78].
They proposed a metric called β-Factor to quantify the correlation among consecutive packet
transmissions. It was found that more than 85% of IQ links have a value of β above 0.8, indicat-
ing correlation that makes IQ links bursty; they shift between good and bad phases. It was also
observed that typically such phases span over time durations of a few hundred milliseconds.
To exploit the observed correlation, Srinivasan et al. proposed an algorithm called opportune
transmissions [78], which involves pausing for an interval immediately after a packet transmis-
sion failure, thus avoiding entering into a bad phase of an underlying bursty link. In contrast,
our aim is to transform IQ links into good links so that transmissions can proceed. Further-
more, the algorithm of opportune transmissions is designed to avoid bursty losses on good links
that routing protocols use in building their routes [31, 78], not for long-range IQ links that are
typically ignored.
Alizai et al. were the first to attempt to exploit low-power long-range IQ links for bulk data
transfer, with a technique called Bursty Routing Extensions (BRE) [31]. Because transmission
successes are correlated on IQ links [78], the key idea of BRE is for a node to volunteer to
forward packets if it overhears the consecutive transmissions on an IQ link and has lower ETX
value to the destination than the packets’ default route. This approach can reduce the number
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of transmissions because IQ links tend to have longer range.
The key drawback of BRE is that it requires packet overhearing. It makes an assumption
that all nodes in a network are awake while a bulk of data is served, which is typically not
the case for practical sensor networks [30]. Waking-up and forcing duty-cycling neighbors to
engage in overhearing can consume significantly higher energy than the savings that can be
achieved by a reduction in the number of transmissions. On the other hand, we propose ILTP
that completely eliminates the need for packet overhearing and it allows to exploit long-range
IQ links continuously rather than using them only opportunistically.
2.4.2 High-Throughput Bulk Data Collection Protocols
While sequential download of bulk data avoids inter-flow interference, self/intra-flow and exter-
nal interferences still pose challenges for achieving a high throughput even on a single flow. A
simple method to avoid intra-flow interference is to allow source node to use an inter-packet in-
terval such that its previous transmission would be out of the interference range before the node
attempts its next transmission. However, this method drastically reduces throughput as a long
inter-packet gap is required in practice [2]. Flush [18] attempts to optimize this inter-packet
interval by using an overhearing technique. But as typically interference range is more than the
decoding (overhearing) range, Flush’s approach is not effective in practice.
Osterlind et al. are the first to propose in [24] to exploit channel diversity to completely avoid
intra-flow interference in sensor networks. Their method involves assigning different channels
for different hops of the active flow (multihop path). As assigned channels are non-interfering
with each other, nodes of the flow can make parallel transmissions without self interference.
This method was extended to a full-fledged protocol in PIP [23], which is the state-of-the-
art protocol for achieving high throughput in sensor networks. Using different channels for
different hops, PIP creates a packet pipeline over the active path such that each of the path’s
intermediate nodes is busy at all times, either transmitting or receiving. Thus PIP is able to
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achieve a high goodput in ideal cases (about 63 Kbps).
However, PIP’s performance in practice is far from the ideal case. This is because it exploits
different channels on links of the active path that are chosen on some other default channel –
performance of different channels differs drastically from that of the default channel on such
links. Such channels-quality differences often completely stalls PIP’s packet pipeline reducing
its throughput to zero. On the other hand, we propose P 3 that exploits node diversity through
constructive interference to account for the differences that exist among different channels and
keeps its packet pipeline flowing.
2.4.3 Collection Tree Protocol (CTP)
Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) implemented in TinyOS is the default protocol for data col-
lection in sensor networks [42, 79]. CTP is particularly designed to support a high end-to-end
reliability in packet delivery while also ensuring low energy consumption. Its extensive evalu-
ations across several testbeds demonstrates that it can consistently ensure a reliability of above
99%. CTP is mainly based on Trickle ‘[73] and 4-bit link estimator (4BLE) [80]. It uses Trickle
to reduce the control overhead, and 4BLE is used for estimating the quality of links so that a
collection tree with stable and high-quality routes can be formed for reliable data delivery.
While CTP is originally designed for low data-rate applications without any emphasis on
high throughput, however, it is also used as a de facto standard protocol for bulk data collection
as used in [31]. This can be attributed to a few reasons: (1) CTP chooses stable routes made up
of high-quality links [31], which are similar to the routes assumed for bulk data transfer [30].
(2) The availability of a stable implementation and its popularity also make CTP an attractive
choice. (3) The main reason is that there is a lack of a bulk data transfer protocol that achieves
a high throughput in practice. Our P 3 protocol is specifically designed to fill this gap. P 3
achieves a much higher throughput than CTP in practice, while also ensuring a reliability of
100%.
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2.5 Methods for Handling Channels-Quality Differences
Channel hopping/cycling [81, 82, 83, 84] is a well-known technique for particularly handling
quality differences induced by external interference. It involves changing receiving channel
of every hop in every pipeline cycle thus giving every hop a chance to use good channels.
However, while channel hopping can avoid pipeline stalls to some extent, it does not maintain
a high collection throughput. We can observe this in [23] where evaluations of PIP coupled
with channel hopping show that, under intense interference where basic PIP’s goodput reduces
to zero, channel hopping can only achieve a goodput of below 15 Kbps. On the other hand,
P 3 maintains an average goodput of about 179.3 Kbps in cases where PIP’s goodput reduces to
zero.
As basic PIP neither conserve energy nor achieve a high goodput during external interfer-
ence, Duquennoy et al. proposed Burst Forwarding [22] that switches nodes to sleep (duty-
cycling) during external interference thus at least saving energy. Due to duty-cycling, goodput
of Burst Forwarding is generally lower than even that of PIP while using channel cycling.
Other methods to handle channels-quality differences include using the maximum transmis-
sion power for data transfer over a route that is built using a lower transmission power or to
choose routes on a poor channel. However, on an individual multihop path lacking any diver-
sity, such approaches can be affected by self interference as typically they increase the path’s
hop count by having more number of shorter hops.
2.6 Correlation among Packet Receptions
Ting Zhu et al. are the first to study reception correlation among different receivers of a packet
transmitted by a single transmitter in sensor networks [75]. They demonstrate that such re-
ceptions are typically correlated, and they exploit the observed correlation to improve the per-
formance of network flooding. Srinivasan et al. further study such correlation and attempt its
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quantification [85]. They show that such correlation is not generic across all channels. Partic-
ularly, they found that the packet receptions are not correlated on default Channel 26 whereas
they are correlated on Channel 16. To extend its usefulness, Shuo Guo et al. have exploited this
correlation even on duty-cycled networks to improve flooding [86].
Different from these studies, we study the correlation under constructive interference, where
a packet is simultaneously transmitted by multiple senders to multiple receivers. Our measure-
ment study demonstrates the fact that packet receptions under constructive interference are not
correlated on all channels. Receptions are uncorrelated on sufficient number of channels so that
a packet pipeline exploiting node diversity through constructive interference can keep flowing
despite substantial differences in the quality of different channels.
2.7 Practical Testbeds
A key aspect of our work is that we have implemented all the proposed protocols and we have
evaluated their performance on practical testbeds. Each of the proposed protocols is evaluated
on at least one of the three popular testbeds, namely, Motelab [43], Twist [39], and Indriya [38].
Motelab is deployed at the Harvard University and it has TmoteSky devices. Twist is also
composed of TmoteSky sensors and it is a facility available at the Berlin Institute of Technology.
Indriya is our own testbed of TelosB motes deployed at the National University of Singapore.
All these testbeds are open to public for research use, and they provide an user-friendly
web-interface to interact with their nodes. The nodes in each of these testbeds span three floors
of a large building covering diverse environments of open corridors, research labs, seminar and
meeting rooms, etc. Moreover, other networks such as WiFi co-exist with these testbed net-
works, thus representing realistic setups with varying channel conditions and network topology.
Furthermore, due to the difficulties involved in maintaining large-scale testbeds, the number of
active nodes in these testbeds also varies over time. During our experiments, about 85 to 90, 80
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to 90, and 125 to 139 nodes were available on Motelab, Twist, and Indriya respectively.
Chapter 3
Splash: Fast Data Dissemination
In this chapter, we discuss design, implementation, and evaluation of Splash, a fast data dissem-
ination protocol for wireless sensor networks. For its speed, Splash mainly exploits constructive
interference and channel diversity. In order to ensure high reliability, Splash uses techniques
such as exploiting transmission density diversity, opportunistic overhearing, channel cycling,
and XOR coding. Compared to existing dissemination protocols, Splash reduces dissemination
time by an order of magnitude, from minutes to seconds.
3.1 Introduction
A data dissemination protocol, like Deluge [21], is a fundamental service required for the de-
ployment and maintenance of practical wireless sensor networks because of the need to pe-
riodically reprogram sensor nodes in the field. Existing data dissemination protocols employ
either a contention based MAC protocol like CSMA/CA [14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 33] or
TDMA [34] for resolving the multiple access problem of the wireless channel. As there is a
large amount of data that needs to be disseminated to all the nodes in the network, there is often
severe contention among the many transmissions from many nodes. Existing MAC protocols
incur significant overhead in contention resolution, and it has been shown that Deluge can take
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as long as an hour to program a 100-node sensor network [35].
In this chapter, we propose a new data dissemination protocol, called Splash, that com-
pletely eliminates contention overhead by exploiting constructive interference. Splash is scal-
able to large, multi-hop sensor networks and it is built upon two recent works: Glossy [36] and
PIP [23]. Glossy uses constructive interference in practical sensor networks to enable multiple
senders to transmit the same packet simultaneously, while still allowing multiple receivers to
correctly decode the transmitted packet. Like Glossy, we eliminate the overhead incurred in
contention resolution by exploiting constructive interference. Raman et al. showed in PIP that
a pipelined transmission scheme exploiting channel diversity can avoid self interference and
maximize channel utilization for a single flow over multiple hops by ensuring that each inter-
mediate node is either transmitting or receiving at any point of time. Splash uses constructive
interference to extend this approach to tree pipelining, where each level of a dissemination tree
serves as a stage of the pipeline.
While the naive combination of synchronized and pipelined transmissions achieves substan-
tial gains in the data dissemination rate by maximizing the transmission opportunities of the
senders, it also creates a significant reliability issue at the receivers. First, in order to improve
efficiency, we need to use a large packet size (i.e. at least 64 bytes). However, increasing packet
size reduces the reliability of constructive interference as the number of symbols to be decoded
correctly increases [36]. Second, channel quality varies significantly among different channels,
and there are typically only a small number of available channels that are of sufficiently good
quality. If a poor channel is chosen for a stage of the pipeline, the pipeline transmission may be
stalled.
Splash includes a number of techniques to improve the packet reception rate. (1) We im-
prove the reception rates over all receivers by exploiting transmitter density diversity by varying
the number of transmitters between transmission rounds. When the sets of transmitters are var-
ied, the sets of receivers that can decode the synchronized transmissions correctly also change.
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Hence, different sets of nodes are likely to correctly decode packets during different transmis-
sion rounds. The challenge is to maximize the differences among different transmission rounds.
(2) We increase reception opportunities by incorporating opportunistic overhearing which in-
volves early error detection and channel switching. A node in Splash identifies a corrupted
packet on-the-fly during its reception and switches its channel to overhear the same packet
when it is being forwarded by its peer nodes in the dissemination tree. (3) We exploit channel
diversity to improve packet reception ratio by varying the channels used between different trans-
mission rounds. This is particularly important since the use of the same bad channel can stall
the pipeline transmission consistently. (4) Finally, we utilize a simple XOR coding scheme to
improve packet recovery by exploiting the fact that most receivers would have already received
most of the packets after two transmission rounds.
We implemented Splash in Contiki-2.5 [37] and we evaluated the protocol on Indriya with
139 nodes and Twist with 90 nodes. We compare Splash to both Deluge in Contiki and to the
much improved DelugeT2 implemented in TinyOS. As we use DelugeT2 as a baseline, it allows
us to compare Splash to many of the existing dissemination protocols in the literature as most
of them are also compared to Deluge. Our results show that Splash is able to disseminate a 32-
kilobyte data object in about 25 seconds on both the testbeds. Compared to DelugeT2, Splash
reduces dissemination time on average by a factor of 21, and in the best case, by up to a factor
of 57.8. This is significantly better than MT-Deluge [16], the best state-of-the-art dissemination
protocol, which achieves a reduction factor of only 2.42 compared to Deluge.
The dissemination performance of our current implementation of Splash achieves a network-
wide goodput of 10.1 kilobits/sec per node for a multihop network of 139 nodes with up to 9
hops. Splash’s goodput is higher than that of all the network-wide data dissemination proto-
cols [14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 33, 34] previously proposed in the literature. Splash’s per-
formance is comparable to Burst Forwarding [22], the state-of-the-art pipelined bulk transfer
protocol over TCP for sensor networks, which is able to achieve a goodput of up to 16 kilo-
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bits/sec, but only for a single flow over a single multihop path.
Finally, Splash is also significantly more compact than DelugeT2 in terms of memory usage.
Splash uses 9.63 and 0.68 kilobytes less ROM and RAM respectively than DelugeT2. Given
that it is not uncommon for sensor devices to have only about 48 and 10 kilobytes of ROM and
RAM respectively, these are significant savings in memory, that will be available for use by
sensor applications.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents our measurement study
of constructive interference on a practical testbed. We present Splash and the details of its
implementation in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 presents our evaluation results on the Indriya and
Twist testbeds. Finally, we conclude Splash in Section 3.5.
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3.2 Measurement Study of Constructive Interference
To understand the behavior of simultaneous transmissions in real-world setups, we conducted
a measurement study of constructive interference on Indriya. In particular, we studied the scal-
ability of simultaneous transmissions and correlation among packet receptions across different
nodes decoding such transmissions.
We used the code from the Glossy project [36] in our experiments, our experimental method-
ology is similar to that adopted by Ferrari et al. in [36]. An initiator node broadcasts a packet to
a set of nodes which in turn forward the received packet concurrently back to the initiator. This
results in constructive interference at the initiator, where we measured the reliability of the re-
ception. Since our goal is to use constructive interference for the dissemination of large objects,
we used the maximum packet size of 128 bytes in our experiments. In addition, the payload
of each packet was randomized. Our experiments were carried out on the default Channel 26,
unless specified otherwise. Channel 26 is one of the only four ZigBee channels which do not
overlap with the commonly used WiFi channels [49].
3.2.1 Scalability
In Fig. 3.1, we plot the reliability of packet reception against the number of concurrent trans-
mitters for three randomly chosen initiators on three different floors of the Indriya testbed. In
each experiment, both the initiator and the randomly chosen set of concurrent transmitters were
located on the same floor. We recorded over 1,000 packet transmissions on each floor on Chan-
nel 26. We see from Figs. 3.1(a) and 3.1(b) that reliability generally decreases when there are
more concurrent transmitters.
In fact, it had been shown by Wang et al. [46] through analytical model and simulation that
the reliability of constructive interference decreases when the number of concurrent transmit-
ters increases, due to the increase in the probability of the maximum time displacement across
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Figure 3.1: Plot of reliability against the number of concurrent senders.
different transmitters exceeding the required threshold for constructive interference. Our mea-
surements suggest that the highlighted problem is more severe in practice, and even a small
number of three to five concurrent transmitters can significantly degrade the reception at a re-
ceiver.
However, it is sometimes possible for an increase in the number of concurrent transmitters
to result in improved reception reliability. In particular, we see in Fig. 3.1(c) that by adding
a sixth node, the reliability increases from about 37% to 100%. This is likely caused by the
capture effect since the sixth node was located some 2 meters away from and within line of
sight of the initiator.
This suggests that the impact of the number of transmitters (transmission density) on recep-
tion reliability does not follow a fixed trend like what was predicted by Wang et al. [46]. But
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depends also on the positions of the concurrent transmitters relative to the receiver. So, instead
of attempting to determine the optimal transmission density, we can try to transmit at both high
and low transmission densities to improve reception reliability.
3.2.2 Receiver Correlation
In existing dissemination protocols, it is common for a node to attempt to recover missing
packets from its neighbors. It is hence important for us to understand the correlation of the
packets received by neighboring receivers. While Srinivasan et al. had previously investigated
the correlation of packets received by the receivers in a sensor network [85], they did not study
the correlation in the presence of constructive interference.
To this end, we set up an experiment involving 21 nodes spanning an area of 30m × 30m
on the 3rd floor of Indriya. One node was designated as the initiator node, ten nodes were ran-
domly chosen to serve as relays, and the remaining ten were used as receivers. The initiator
broadcasts a packet once every second over a duration of four hours and the relay nodes for-
ward the packet concurrently, which results in constructive interference at the various receiver
nodes. As Srinivasan et al. had earlier shown that WiFi interference is the most likely reason
for correlation in packet receptions [85], we repeated this experiment on two separate channels:
Channel 26, which is non-overlapping with the WiFi channels occupied in the building where
Indriya is deployed, and Channel 22, which overlaps with an occupied WiFi channel.
We investigated the correlation among the packet receptions at the receiver nodes (R) by
computing the Pearson’s correlation coefficient at a granularity of one packet. We present the
coefficient values for Channels 26 and 22 in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 respectively.
As expected, for Channel 26, which does not overlap with an occupied WiFi channel, the
correlation coefficients are small. This suggests that the packet receptions across different re-
ceivers are effectively independent. On the other hand, for Channel 22, which overlaps with an
occupied WiFi channel, the coefficients are relatively large, indicating that there is significant
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Table 3.1: Correlation coefficients observed on Channel 26.
R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 1.0 0.04 0.0 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02
2 0.04 1.0 -0.02 0.23 0.07 0.09 0.12 0.11 0.03 0.10
3 0.0 -0.02 1.0 0.0 0.01 -0.01 0.0 -0.01 0.01 0.0
4 0.05 0.23 0.0 1.0 0.13 0.13 0.16 0.17 0.06 0.15
5 0.04 0.07 0.01 0.13 1.0 0.03 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.10
6 0.03 0.09 -0.01 0.13 0.03 1.0 0.09 0.11 0.02 0.09
7 0.03 0.12 0.0 0.16 0.06 0.09 1.0 0.13 0.05 0.17
8 0.02 0.11 -0.01 0.17 0.06 0.11 0.13 1.0 0.02 0.21
9 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.06 0.08 0.02 0.05 0.02 1.0 0.05
10 0.02 0.10 0.0 0.15 0.10 0.09 0.17 0.21 0.05 1.0
Table 3.2: Correlation coefficients observed on Channel 22.
R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 1.0 0.56 0.62 0.64 0.57 0.58 0.60 0.52 0.55 0.58
2 0.56 1.0 0.52 0.63 0.51 0.54 0.46 0.53 0.50 0.55
3 0.62 0.52 1.0 0.55 0.48 0.56 0.46 0.44 0.46 0.49
4 0.64 0.63 0.55 1.0 0.61 0.61 0.52 0.63 0.59 0.68
5 0.57 0.51 0.48 0.61 1.0 0.51 0.52 0.51 0.61 0.53
6 0.58 0.54 0.56 0.61 0.51 1.0 0.46 0.48 0.50 0.53
7 0.60 0.46 0.46 0.52 0.52 0.46 1.0 0.45 0.49 0.47
8 0.52 0.53 0.44 0.63 0.51 0.48 0.45 1.0 0.49 0.66
9 0.55 0.50 0.46 0.59 0.61 0.50 0.49 0.49 1.0 0.49
10 0.58 0.55 0.49 0.68 0.53 0.53 0.47 0.66 0.49 1.0
correlation in the reception at the various receivers. Our results suggest that it might be hard for
a node to recover missing packets from its neighbors if a noisy channel like Channel 22 is used,
since many neighboring nodes would likely be missing the same packets.
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3.3 Splash Protocol
In this section, we describe Splash, a new data dissemination protocol for large data objects in
large sensor networks that completely eliminates contention overhead by exploiting constructive
interference and pipelining.
Recall that PIP [23] transfers bulk data in a pipelined fashion over a single path of nodes
over multiple channels. It exploits channel diversity to avoid self interference by having each
intermediate node use a different channel to receive packets. A key insight of this pipeline
approach is that at any point in time, an intermediate node is either transmitting or receiving
packets and this achieves the maximal utilization of air time.
Splash can be considered as an extension of PIP’s approach that incorporates three key
innovations to support data dissemination to multiple receivers over multiple paths:
1. Tree pipelining which combines constructive interference and channel diversity to effec-
tively create parallel pipelines over multiple paths that cover all the nodes in a network.
In our approach, both intra- and inter-flow interferences are avoided, and a collection tree
is used in the reverse direction for dissemination which in turn allows us to mitigate the
scalability problem of the constructive interference and to minimize the differences that
exist among the performance of different channels.
2. Opportunistic overhearing from peers by exploiting multiple pipelines, which provides
each node with more chances of receiving a packet.
3. Channel cycling that increases the chance of reusing a good channel while avoiding inter-
ference. Different channels are used at different stages of the pipeline between different
transmission rounds to avoid stalling of the pipeline in case a bad channel is inadvertently
chosen.
In the rest of this section, we discuss in detail various components of Splash and some of its
implementation details.



































Figure 3.2: Illustration of pipelining over a tree.
3.3.1 Tree Pipelining
Splash is the first protocol to exploit constructive interference to support pipelining over a dis-
semination tree in which each level of the tree acts as one stage of the pipeline. This is illustrated
in Fig. 3.2.
In the first cycle (see Fig. 3.2(a)), the root node (level zero) transmits the first packet P1.
The receivers at the first level, which are synchronized upon receiving P1, will simultaneously
forward P1 in the second cycle so that these simultaneous transmissions interfere constructively
at the nodes on the second level (see Fig. 3.2(b)). In the third cycle (see Fig. 3.2(c)), while
nodes at the second level forward P1 to the third level, the root node simultaneously transmits
the second packet P2. Note that these simultaneous transmissions of different packets do not
interfere with each other as each level of the tree is configured to transmit/receive packets on
a different channel. In Fig. 3.2(c), P2 is transmitted on the receiving channel of the first-level
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nodes while P1 is transmitted on a different receiving channel for the third-level nodes. Note
also that a third-level node will receive transmissions from several second-level nodes, instead
of just one. We have omitted some of the transmission arrows in Fig. 3.2(c) to reduce clutter.
This results in a tree-based pipeline in which packets are disseminated in a ripple-wave-like
fashion from the root. Except for the root node (which only transmits), all the nodes are either
transmitting or receiving at all times once the pipeline is filled (see Fig. 3.2(d)). This allows
Splash to achieve maximum possible end-to-end throughput.
The tree structure is needed to allow Splash to coordinate transmissions and channel assign-
ment, also to ensure that each transmission is forwarded to every node in the network. Splash
uses an underlying collection protocol like CTP to derive its tree structure. We believe that our
approach would incur minimal overhead as a CTP-like collection protocol is an integral part of
most sensor network applications and we can make use of its existing periodic beacons in order
to build the dissemination tree. Moreover, as CTP-like protocols are typically data-driven and
they are designed to build stable trees by preferring stability over adaptability [31], diverting
some of its periodic beacons for another use will not affect the stability of its data collection
tree.
In practice, collection protocols often attempt to use the best links on the best channel (typi-
cally Channel 26) to build a tree. However, the performance of the other channels on such links
is often not comparable to that of the best channel. So, if a dissemination tree is built using the
default channel, the link quality on the same transmitter-receiver pair may be good on the de-
fault channel but poor on a different channel. On the other hand, building the dissemination tree
on the poorest channel is also not a viable option since the network may not even be connected
on such channels. Our approach therefore is to use the best channel (Channel 26) to build the
dissemination tree at a lower transmission power but to use the maximum transmission power
during dissemination. Our hypothesis is that the performance of different channels at the maxi-
mum transmission power is likely comparable to that of the best channel at a lower transmission
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power.
Opportunistic Overhearing. In the transmission pipeline, each node is either receiving or
transmitting. When a node is unable to successfully decode a transmission, it will be unable to
relay the packet to the next stage. In such instances, instead of idling, such a node can switch to
listening mode and attempt to recover the missing packet by overhearing the transmissions of
its peers on the same level of the dissemination tree. This means that each node effectively has
two opportunities to receive a given packet.
The decision to overhear transmissions has to be made before a node has completely re-
ceived and decoded a packet, because to achieve constructive interference, a node needs to start
calibrating its radio for transmission even before the packet to be transmitted is completely
read from the radio hardware buffer. By the time a node completely reads, decodes and identi-
fies packet corruption, its peers would have started calibrating their radio for transmission, and
they begin transmissions before the node can switch over to overhearing mode which involves
calibrating the radio for reception.
In order to address this issue, we add two bytes of parity information of the data payload
bytes that are located before the last 12 bytes of the packet as the time required to receive these
12 bytes is the minimum amount of time necessary for verifying packet corruption and to either
switch channel for overhearing in the case of corruption or to calibrate the radio for synchronous
transmissions otherwise. Fig. 3.3 depicts format of a Splash packet with its default data payload
size of 64 bytes. The parity of the first 54 bytes of data is computed and inserted in the header.
This allows a receiving node to detect any corruption in these bytes as soon as it receives the
54th data byte. If bit corruption is detected by the parity check, the reception of the current
packet is aborted and the node immediately switches its channel to the receiving channel of its
next hop nodes so that it can attempt to overhear the same packet while it is being forwarded by
its peers in the next cycle. If corruption occurs within the last 12 bytes of the packet, the packet
will not be recoverable with opportunistic overhearing.













54 bytes 10 bytes
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Figure 3.3: Packet format used in Splash.
3.3.2 Channel Cycling & Channel Assignment
Channel Cycling. It is well-known that the quality of channels is a function of both temporal
and spatial variations. To ensure that nodes do not keep using the same (poor) channel, we use
a different channel assignment between different rounds of dissemination in order to reduce the
impact of the bad channels. In the case where the root transmits the same packet twice, by
incorporating opportunistic overhearing and channel cycling, a node can potentially receive a
packet 4 times, and possibly over 4 different channels. If the reception on one of the channels
is bad, the packet could possibly be successfully decoded on one of the remaining channels.
We coordinate channel switching between different dissemination rounds of Splash by trans-
mitting a small 7-byte control packet. After every round of dissemination, the control packet
is flooded from the root node over the tree pipeline by exploiting constructive interference 20
times. We do so because while there is a probability of some nodes not receiving this packet if
we flood it only once, it has been shown that the probability that a node will receive such a small
control packet over constructive interference is more than 0.999999 for ten retransmissions on
Channel 26 [36]. We flood 20 times for good measure because we do not always use a channel
that is as good as Channel 26. Also, we can afford to do so because flooding the packet 20
times takes only a few tens of milliseconds. After the completion of these 20 floods, a node that
received the control packet at least once will switch to a pre-assigned channel on which it is
expected to receive data packets in the next dissemination round. If a node still fails to receive
the control packet, a timeout is used and the node recovers any missing data packets during
local recovery.
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Figure 3.4: Channel assignment.
Channel Assignment. In Fig. 3.4, we illustrate the channel assignment strategies for PIP
and Splash using only four channels (C1, C2, C3, and C4). There are two key advantages of
our assignment strategy. First, it allows more efficient channel cycling than PIP’s method by
allowing to cycle good channels in pairs on consecutive pipeline stages. Second, it supports
a longer pipeline if interference extends to several hops as observed in a deployment on the
Golden Gate Bridge [2]. However, in our strategy, we need to ensure that we do not use pairs
of adjacent channels on consecutive pairs of stages as adjacent channels interfere with each
other [48].
In our current implementation of Splash, we choose the ZigBee channels in such a way
that they are either non-overlapping or only partially overlapping with the 3 most commonly
used WiFi channels (channels 1, 6 and 11). On the testbeds which have network diameters not
more than 9 hops, we observed that Splash’s channel assignment strategy needs only four such
ZigBee channels to avoid any interference.
3.3.3 Exploiting Transmission Density Diversity
We had shown in Section 3.2.1 that the effect of the number of transmitters (transmission den-
sity) on reception reliability for constructive interference does not follow a fixed trend but de-
pends on the positions of the concurrent transmitters relative to the receiver.
Our key insight is that we can exploit diversity in transmission density to improve reliability,
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not by attempting to determine the optimal number of transmitters, but by transmitting the full
data object twice using different transmission densities. In the first round, data is disseminated
over the dissemination tree but only non-leaf nodes are asked to transmit. Since typically more
than 50% of nodes in a tree are leaf nodes even at the lowest transmission power where the
underlying network is connected (See Chapter 4), the number of concurrent transmitters is
significantly reduced. In the second round, transmissions are made by all the nodes at each
level of the tree. By using more transmitters, some nodes which were not reachable in the first
round might now be reached. Moreover, a higher node density is also helpful in specific cases
because of the capture effect as we discussed in Section 3.2.1.
3.3.4 XOR Coding
After two rounds of dissemination using different transmission densities, we observed in our
experiments (see Section 3.4) that a considerable percentage of the nodes (about 50%) received
most but not all the disseminated packets. This is a bad situation for local recovery because
even though the number of missing packets may be small, there would be significant wireless
contention if too many nodes attempted to recover the missing packets locally from their neigh-
bors. This would significantly reduce the gain achieved through constructive interference by the
first two rounds of dissemination.
While it is possible to perform a few more rounds of simple dissemination, we found that the
potential gain was limited. This is because the missing packets are different among the different
nodes and the root has no way of efficiently determining which exact packets are missing. If all
packets are disseminated again, the overhead is very high with minimal gain.
This motivated us to use a third round of dissemination based on XOR coding instead. XOR
coding is best suited for recovering missing packets if a node already has most of the packets and
only a small portion is missing. Assume that a node already has a fraction p of the total packets.
If the degree of the XOR packet is n (i.e. the coded packet is constructed by performing an XOR
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operation on n packets), then the likelihood that the packet is useful (i.e. that the receiving node
had earlier received n− 1 out of the n packets successfully) is n(1− p)pn−1. This likelihood is
maximized when n = −1
ln(p)
. We found in our experiments that p is about 95% after the first two
rounds of dissemination, so in our current implementation, we set n = 20 ≈ −1
ln(0.95)
.
In the third round, the payload in each packet is the result of 20 randomly chosen packets
XORed together. To minimize the overhead, we do not indicate the identities of the packets
used in the XOR operations in the packet header. Instead, we use the sequence number of the
packet as a seed for choosing these packets based on a predefined pseudo-random function.
This allows a receiver to decode packets without any additional overhead. In addition, like the
first round of dissemination, only non-leaf nodes participate in forwarding XORed packets in
the third round.
Naively, it might seem like it is sufficient to send 1
20
= 5% of the total number of packets.
However, we found empirically (see Section 3.4.3) that such an approach is not sufficient to
achieve a high packet recovery rate. Instead we send all the original packets with each original
packet XORed with 19 randomly chosen packets. This ensures that every single packet is
retransmitted at least once, and it also means that the third dissemination round is equivalent to
the first two rounds in length.
We also considered using a fountain or rateless code during the “regular” dissemination
rounds instead of introducing a third round of simple XOR-coded dissemination. However, we
decided not to do so because of the associated decoding costs. In the experiments with Rateless
Deluge [17], the decoding process can easily take more than 100 seconds for a 32-kilobyte data
object. In comparison, Splash can disseminate the same object in about 25 seconds with simple
XOR coding.
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3.3.5 Local Recovery
After three rounds of dissemination, typically about 90% of the nodes would have downloaded
the complete data object and most of the remaining nodes would have downloaded most of the
object. This makes local recovery practical. Local recovery also allows the nodes to exploit
spatial diversity and non-interfering nodes in different parts of the network can simultaneously
recover the missing packets from their neighbors.
We implement a very simple CSMA/CA-based local recovery scheme on the default Chan-
nel 26. As Splash uses an underlying collection tree protocol to build its dissemination tree, a
node will have link quality estimates for its neighboring nodes. A node with missing packets
will send a bit vector containing information on the missing packets to a neighbor, starting with
the one with the best quality link. If this neighbor has any of the missing packets, it will forward
these packets to the requesting node; if not, the requesting node will ask the next neighbor. If
a node reaches the end of its neighbor list and it still has missing packets, it will start querying
its neighbors afresh. Because the network is fully connected, this local recovery procedure is
guaranteed to converge. Also, as most (about 90%) nodes already have the full data object, it
converges quickly (see Section 3.4.3).
3.3.6 Implementation
The key requirement for constructive interference is that nodes have to transmit the same packet
at the same time. Glossy satisfies this requirement as a set of nodes receiving a packet are syn-
chronized to the SFD (Start Frame Delimiter) interrupt from the radio hardware (ChipCon2420
(CC2420)) signalling the end of the reception of a packet. Splash is built upon the source code
for Glossy. The challenge is to transform the Glossy code into a dissemination protocol while
retaining its capability to perform synchronized transmissions.
Channel Switching. First, we added the capability for switching channels for the pipelining
operations. Upon receiving a packet, a node switches its channel to that of its next hop nodes,
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transmits the received packet, and then switch back to its receiving channel to listen for the next
packet. Channel switching for transmission has to be performed only after completely receiving
an incoming packet and before submitting the transmit request to the radio for forwarding the
received packet. The time taken for channel switching cannot vary too much across nodes as
such variations desynchronize their submission of the transmit request.
On the other hand, as the clocks of microcontrollers are not synchronized across nodes, the
time taken for channel switching can vary from node to node. Our goal is to minimize such
variations by enabling channel switching by executing only a minimal number of instructions
between the completion of the reception of a packet and the submission of the request for its
transmission (forwarding).
The operation of channel switching involves writing to the frequency control register of the
radio hardware and then calibrating the radio for transmission. The action of writing to a register
in turn involves enabling the SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface) communication by pulling down
a pin on the radio, communicating the address of the register to be written, writing into the
register and finally disabling the SPI access. Similarly, radio calibration involves enabling the
SPI, transmitting a command strobe requesting for calibration and disabling the SPI. While the
actual operations of calibration and register access take more or less constant time, enabling the
SPI twice, once for the register access and another time for transmitting the command strobe
can add to the variability and cause desynchronization. In order to avoid this, we exploit the
multiple SPI accesses capability of the CC2420 radio which allows register access and to send
strobes continuously without having to re-enable the SPI. Using this feature, we enable the SPI
only once at the beginning of a channel switching operation.
We further minimize the number of in-between instructions to be executed by splitting the
channel switching into two phases. In the first phase, we enable the SPI access and communicate
the address of the frequency control register to the radio. In the second phase, we write into
the register and transmit the command strobe to start transmit calibration. The number of in-
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between instructions is minimized by the fact that we overlap the first phase with the packet
reception by the hardware. This way we execute only the second phase between the completion
of the reception of a packet and the submission of the request for its transmission.
Accessing External Flash. Another important requirement for a dissemination protocol is
that the data object has to be written into the external flash because typical sensor devices only
have a small amount of RAM. In Splash, since a node is either transmitting or receiving a packet
at any given point of time, flash access has to be overlapped with a radio operation, so we write
a packet to the flash while it is being transmitted by the radio. As flash access is faster than the
radio transmission rate [22], the write operation completes before the radio transmission and
does not cause any synchronization issues.
Handling GCC Compiler Optimizations. Although the arrival of the SFD interrupt indi-
cating completion of the reception of a packet is synchronized across nodes, its service delay
varies from node to node. The key implementation feature of Glossy is that each node executes
a different number of “nop” assembly instructions based on its interrupt service delay so that all
the nodes submit a request to the radio hardware at the same time for forwarding the received
packet.
The most challenging problem faced during implementation is the fact that the optimization
feature of the GCC compiler affects the service delay for the SFD interrupt (perhaps for some
other interrupts too). Without enabling compiler optimizations, the resulting binary (a collec-
tion application coupled with Splash) was too large to fit into a sensor device. However, with
optimizations enabled, minor changes to parts of the code could change the service delay, mak-
ing it difficult to set the number of “nop” instructions to be executed. However, this issue can
be handled as changes to the code will change the minimum duration required for servicing the
SFD interrupt. While it is tedious, we can account for this change by measuring the minimum
service delay after making a change that affects the service delay. The same procedure was
followed in the development of Glossy.
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3.4 Performance Evaluation of Splash
In this section, we present the results of our evaluations carried out on the Indriya and Twist
testbeds.
3.4.1 Experimental Methodology
We compare Splash against TinyOS’s DelugeT2. On Indriya, for Splash, a low power setting of
-10 dBm is used to build the dissemination tree and the maximum transmission power of 0 dBm
is used for dissemination. For DelugeT2, we use the maximum transmission power of 0 dBm
on Channel 26. We disseminate a 32-kilobyte data object for both Splash and DelugeT2.
Splash has a data payload of 64 bytes in every packet. We will show in Section 3.4.4 that the
performance of DelugeT2 varies depending on the packet size, but there is no clear relationship
between packet size and performance. Also, the impact of packet size is relatively insignificant.
In this light, we adopted the default payload size of 22 bytes for DelugeT2 in our experiments
on Indriya, unless otherwise stated.
The experimental settings on Twist are similar to that on Indriya, except for the following
differences: first, we use a lower transmission power of -15 dBm to build the dissemination
tree for Splash, as Twist is a much smaller deployment than Indriya. Second, instead of using
TinyOS’s DelugeT2, we use Contiki’s Deluge. This is because to execute TinyOS’s DelugeT2,
we need to execute some tools on a machine connected to base-station nodes (root nodes) which
is difficult in a case of a remote testbed like Twist. We retain default settings of Contiki’s Deluge
including 0 dBm transmission power and Channel 26. Moreover, its default payload size of 64
bytes is also retained as Twist is a smaller deployment with stable links of good quality.
We execute Splash as a part of Contiki collection protocol [87] and Splash accesses the
collection protocol’s data in order to build the dissemination tree. We execute DelugeT2 as
a part of TinyOS CTP. by coupling the DelugeT2 with the TinyOS’s standard “TestNetwork”
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application with its default settings. We also compare Splash against DelugeT2 running as a
standalone golden image (GI) without CTP. Note that the standalone version is seldom used in
practice, as a dissemination protocol is only useful when coupled with a real application.
3.4.2 Summary of Testbed Results
The summary of our results on Indriya and Twist are shown in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 respectively.
For each experimental run, we randomly picked a node as the root of the dissemination tree.
In the tables, “size” indicates the depth of the Splash’s dissemination tree, and R1, R2 and R3
indicate the average reliability per node after the first, second and third rounds of dissemination
respectively. By reliability, we refer to the fraction of the data object that has been successfully
downloaded by a node. NR3−100% is the proportion of nodes that have 100% of the disseminated
data object after the third round. Recall that XOR coding is employed in the third dissemina-
tion round. Rlr indicates the average reliability per node after local recovery. TSplash is the time
taken for Splash to complete the dissemination, i.e. when every node in the network has success-
fully downloaded the entire data object. Similarly, TDelugeT2+CTP , TDelugeT2GI , and TDeluge are
the corresponding times taken for DelugeT2 with CTP, DelugeT2 as standalone golden image,
and Contiki’s Deluge respectively, to complete the dissemination.
Indriya Testbed. We observe from Table 3.3 that on average Splash takes about 25 seconds
(see TSplash) to complete the dissemination of a 32-kilobyte object, while DelugeT2 coupled
with CTP takes about 524 seconds. Splash reduces dissemination time by an average factor of
21.06 (93.68% reduction). Splash also outperforms DelugeT2 running as a standalone golden
image by a factor of 12.43 (89.2% reduction). One obvious drawback of DelugeT2 is that there
is a large variation in its dissemination time, ranging from 209 seconds to 1300 seconds. This is
likely due to variations in the conditions of the default Channel 26 since DelugeT2 uses a fixed
channel. By using multiple rounds of dissemination, opportunistic overhearing, and channel
cycling, Splash is more resilient to variations in the channel conditions. In particular, a node
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Table 3.3: Summary of results for 139-node Indriya testbed.
Splash DelugeT2
Tree No. size R1 R2 R3 NR3−100% Rlr TSplash TDelugeT2+CTP TDelugeT2GI
[hops] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [sec] [sec] [sec]
1 5 84.54 97.23 98.47 91.30 100.00 22.49 1300 924
2 6 86.52 96.91 98.58 92.03 100.00 22.61 286 160
3 7 76.68 94.62 97.80 86.23 100.00 23.18 209 286
4 7 88.02 96.12 97.78 92.75 100.00 23.74 218 158
5 9 76.97 93.65 96.69 81.88 100.00 23.86 649 180
6 7 76.73 95.27 98.16 89.86 100.00 25.98 610 160
7 7 80.75 93.51 96.98 89.13 100.00 26.25 365 379
8 7 83.57 94.43 96.01 87.68 100.00 26.89 377 277
9 5 82.46 95.26 97.47 85.51 100.00 28.09 676 313
10 8 84.28 94.92 96.70 86.23 100.00 28.39 550 216
Average 82.05 95.19 97.46 88.26 100.00 25.15 524 305.3
in Splash has the potential to receive a packet up to 6 times, and more importantly, on up to
6 different channels. If the quality of one or two channels is bad, a packet can potentially be
successfully decoded on one of the other remaining channels.
We also observe that the dissemination time for DelugeT2 as golden image is usually less
than DelugeT2 with CTP. This is because dissemination traffic in the latter case has to contend
with CTP’s application traffic. While Splash relies on Contiki’s Collection Protocol to build
its dissemination tree, like Glossy, Splash disables all the interrupts other than the Start Frame
Delimiter interrupt during its three rounds of dissemination where constructive interference is
exploited. This means that any underlying application will be temporarily suspended and most
of the Splash’s traffic will be served exclusively without interference from any application traf-
fic. On the other hand, because DelugeT2 is built on TinyOS services, it is not possible to
completely disable all the interrupts during its execution. DelugeT2 as golden image provides
us with the baseline performance without interference from application traffic. Note that ap-
plication suspension in Splash is not a problem as most sensor applications have no real-time
requirements. Moreover, interrupts are re-enabled long before the completion of dissemina-
tion, before starting the round of local recovery that dominates the dissemination time (see
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Table 3.4: Summary of results for 90-node Twist testbed.
Splash Deluge
Tree No. size R1 R2 R3 NR3−100% Rlr TSplash (for a 32KB file) TDeluge (for a 2KB file)
[hops] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [sec] [sec]
1 4 90.58 97.09 99.22 94.38 100.00 20.07 356.60
2 4 81.08 94.70 99.31 92.13 100.00 20.19 431.48
3 4 86.53 96.19 98.00 91.01 100.00 22.79 351.67
4 4 78.64 94.10 98.12 84.09 100.00 23.37 518.19
5 4 81.42 93.95 97.98 89.89 100.00 23.41 467.00
6 4 78.04 93.55 96.82 85.39 100.00 26.66 439.81
7 4 83.90 95.18 97.54 89.89 100.00 26.79 345.28
8 4 83.70 93.64 96.45 84.27 100.00 27.32 388.68
9 6 81.58 93.35 97.02 85.39 100.00 27.45 484.10
10 5 80.78 93.09 97.11 85.39 100.00 29.25 397.59
Average 82.62 94.48 97.76 88.18 100.00 24.73 418.04
Fig. 3.7(b)). Applications are suspended for only about 8.2 seconds while disseminating the
32-kilobyte object.
Twist Testbed. As shown in Table 3.4, Splash’s performance on Twist is similar to that on
Indriya. It takes about 25 seconds on average to complete the dissemination of a 32-kilobyte
object. On the other hand, because the Contiki implementation of Deluge is less efficient, it
takes about 418 seconds to disseminate a much smaller object of 2 kilobytes. Note that Contiki
Deluge is a thin implementation with minimal functionality that allows only minimal changes
to its settings. Hence, Splash is able to significantly outperform Contiki’s Deluge even when
disseminating a data object that is 16 times larger. Splash effectively achieves a network-wide
goodput of above 10 kilobits/sec per node on both Indriya and Twist testbeds, which is higher
than that of all existing network-wide data dissemination protocols [14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21,
33, 34] in the literature.
Memory Consumption. Splash not only outperforms DelugeT2 in terms of speed, it is also
much more efficient than DelugeT2 in terms of memory usage. Splash requires only 11.38 kilo-
bytes of ROM and 0.13 kilobytes of RAM whereas DelugeT2 requires 21.01 and 0.81 kilobytes
of ROM and RAM respectively. Hence, Splash uses 9.63 kilobytes of ROM and 0.68 kilo-
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Table 3.5: Comparison of Splash to existing protocols.
Protocol No. of File Reduction
nodes size [KB] factor
MNP ([20], 2005) 100 5 1.21
MC-Deluge ([19], 2005) 25 24.3 1.6
Rateless Deluge ([17], 2008) 20 0.7 1.47
ReXOR ([15], 2011) 16 4 1.53
ECD ([14], 2011) 25 10 1.44
MT-Deluge ([16], 2011) 20 0.7 2.42
Splash 139 32 21
bytes of RAM less than DelugeT2. Given that it is not uncommon for sensor devices to have
only about 48 and 10 kilobytes of ROM and RAM respectively, these are significant savings in
memory, that will be available for use by sensor applications.
Comparison to Existing Protocols. Because we were not able to obtain the code for the
state-of-the-art dissemination protocols ECD [14] and MT-Deluge [16], we used an indirect
method to compare Splash against them and other existing dissemination protocols [15, 17,
19, 20]. It turns out that these protocols are all evaluated against Deluge and so we have a
convenient common baseline with which to compare against without having to implement and
evaluate them individually. We present the relative performance of Splash to these protocols
in Table 3.5. In the fourth column, we present the reduction factor achieved by each of these
algorithms compared to Deluge. It is evident that Splash’s performance is significantly better
than that of the state-of-the-art protocols. Not only is Splash faster by an order of magnitude,
but we also achieve this improvement on a larger testbed and with a bigger file than all the
previous algorithms. Note also that most of the results for the existing protocols in Table 3.5
are compared against classical Deluge (Deluge 2.0 of TinyOS 1), which is in fact slower than
DelugeT2, against which we have compared Splash.
Energy Consumption. Duty cycling is typically adopted by applications that transmit a
data packet once in a while, and not for dissemination that involves transfer of large amounts
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of data [88]. As duty-cycled transmissions involve a large overhead such as the transmission of
a long preamble before sending every packet [89], they make dissemination significantly more
expensive in terms of both time and energy. This drives most of the dissemination protocols in
the literature [14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 21] to keep the radio awake during dissemination as required in
Splash. Therefore, energy consumption is directly proportional to the dissemination time. This
means Splash reduces energy consumption by the same factor by which it reduces dissemination
time.
3.4.3 Contribution of Individual Techniques
In order to achieve a high reliability, Splash incorporates four key techniques: (1) XOR coding;
(2) transmission density diversity; (3) opportunistic overhearing; and (4) channel cycling. We
now evaluate the contribution of these techniques together with local recovery.
XOR Coding. We employ XOR coding in the third round of dissemination. The goal of
using XOR coding is to significantly increase the number of nodes that successfully receive the
entire file so that local recovery will be much more efficient. We present the proportion of nodes
that achieve a reliability of 100% before and after the third round of XORed dissemination on
Indriya in Table 3.6. The largest improvement was observed for the fifth tree where the use of
XOR coding increases the percentage of nodes having the full object from 9.42% to 81.88%.
On average, the number of nodes with the full data object is more than doubled. Similar results
were observed on the Twist testbed.
To validate our hypothesis that XOR’s effectiveness comes from helping the nodes that
already have most of the packets, we plot in Fig. 3.5(a) the average number of nodes per tree
found in the three different bins of reliability for Indriya, namely <90%, between 90% and
100%, and 100%. We see that before the third dissemination round, there are about 20 nodes
in the first bin with reliability less than 90% and 67 nodes in the second bin with reliability
between 90% and 100%. XOR coding is able to move most of these nodes in the first 2 bins
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Table 3.6: Proportion of 100%-reliability nodes before and after XOR coding.












into the third bin with 100% reliability. In particular, XOR coding can reduce the size of the
second bin from 67 to 7, to give a total of 122 nodes in the 100% bin. Similar results were
observed on the Twist testbed.
For the 32-kilobyte file that we used in our experiments, we XOR coded and transmitted
each of the 500 packets (with a packet payload size of 64 bytes) constituting the file. One
pertinent question is whether we can do with fewer packets since an XORed packet already
contains the information of 20 packets. In Fig. 3.5(b), we present a plot of NR3−100% against the
number of XOR coded packets transmitted, averaged over five experimental runs on different
dissemination trees. Note that only about 37% of the nodes have downloaded the whole file after
the first two rounds of dissemination. It is clear from Fig. 3.5(b) that 100 packets is not enough,
and that there is a significant improvement in NR3−100% as we transmit more coded packets
until about 400 packets. From 400 to 500 packets, we obtain only a small increase of about
2% in NR3−100% (about 3 nodes). While the improvement is small, since local recovery over
CSMA/CA can be expensive, we decide to transmit all the 500 coded packets for completeness
since the extra 100 transmissions take only an extra 0.56 seconds.
Transmission Density Diversity. To understand the effectiveness of our attempt to exploit
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Figure 3.6: Contribution of transmission density diversity.
transmission density diversity, we disseminate a 32-kilobyte data object without the leaf nodes
transmitting (Round-1). Immediately after that, the object is disseminated again but with all
the nodes transmitting (Round-2). Finally, we repeated the transmission without the leaf nodes
transmitting (Round-3). This approach allows us to determine whether a node gains from a
low transmission density or a node gains from a high transmission density. The same channel
assignment is used for all three rounds.
We run this experiment five times on a dissemination tree. As an illustration, we present
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Table 3.7: Performance of Splash with and without opportunistic overhearing.
With overhearing Without overhearing
No. Nlrpkts NR3−100% TSplash Nlrpkts NR3−100% TSplash
[sec] [sec]
1 1860 78.99 28.28 5536 79.71 44.07
2 1433 89.13 23.64 2415 84.06 36.19
3 1876 89.13 27.00 2531 85.51 34.98
4 420 93.48 21.94 1529 90.58 24.73
5 1356 90.58 22.68 1131 83.33 26.75
Avg. 1389 88.26 24.71 2628.4 84.64 33.34
the reliability observed on four nodes in each of the three rounds of an experimental run in
Fig. 3.6. Nodes 1 and 2 benefit from a low transmission density (without leaves) as the achieved
reliability is higher in the first and third rounds of dissemination. On the other hand, nodes 3 and
4 benefit from a high transmission density with all nodes transmitting. On average, we found
that 38.7% of the nodes benefit from a low transmission density and achieve higher reliability
than that for the higher transmission density. The proportion of nodes that benefit from a high
transmission density is lower, about 18.1% achieve higher reliability at the higher transmission
density compared to that for the lower transmission density. Nevertheless, the key insight is that
by varying the number of transmitters between transmission rounds, different sets of nodes will
correctly decode packets over different transmission rounds.
Opportunistic Overhearing. Table 3.7 compares the performance of Splash with and with-
out opportunistic overhearing on five dissemination trees on Indriya. The table shows the total
number of packets to be recovered during local recovery (Nlrpkts) together with NR3−100% and
TSplash. We found that TSplash is increased by 8.6 seconds on average when opportunistic over-
hearing is not employed. Quite clearly, this is because the number of corrupted/missed packets
Nlrpkts is typically larger when there is no overhearing, as observed on the first four of the five
considered trees. In the case of the fifth tree, we found that overhearing did not lead to a smaller
number of corrupted/missed packets Nlrpkts. However, Splash with overhearing is still faster
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Table 3.8: Performance of Splash with and without channel cycling.
With cycling Without cycling
No. R3 NR3−100% TSplash R3 NR3−100% TSplash
[sec] [sec]
1 96.98 89.13 26.25 92.33 76.81 45.08
2 98.16 89.86 25.98 95.56 86.23 26.24
3 96.69 81.88 23.86 92.15 73.19 34.79
4 98.47 91.30 22.49 91.86 79.71 34.58
5 96.70 86.23 28.39 95.61 85.51 31.51
Avg. 97.40 87.68 25.39 93.50 80.29 34.44
because the proportion of nodes that have downloaded the full data object after 3 dissemination
rounds (NR3−100%) is larger. In other words, overhearing helps not just by increasing the like-
lihood that packets are transmitted successfully, it also helps by ensuring that more nodes have
downloaded the complete file.
Channel Cycling. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of channel cycling, we compare
Splash with channel cycling against Splash without channel cycling i.e., by using the same
channel assignment in all three dissemination rounds. We plot the resulting performance for
five dissemination trees on Indriya in Table 3.8. Without channel cycling, there is a drop in
both reliability (R3) and the percentage of nodes having the full data object after the third round
of dissemination (NR3−100%). In addition to better average-case performance, we also see that
channel cycling can significantly reduce the variance in performance. We see that TSplash varies
between 22.49 s and 28.39 s with channel cycling, while it varies between 26.24 s and 45.08 s
without.
Local Recovery. After three rounds of dissemination, about 88% of the nodes would have
successfully received the entire data object on average on both of the testbeds (see Column
NR3−100% in Tables 3.3 and 3.4). In Fig. 3.7(a), we plot the CDF of the reliability of those
nodes that did not successfully receive the complete file after three rounds of dissemination.
We see that among these nodes, only about 3% and 1% have less than 10% of the data on
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(b) Breakdown of completion time for different file
sizes.
Figure 3.7: Evaluation of Local Recovery.
Indriya and Twist respectively. About 40% have at least 90% of the data object. In Fig. 3.7(b),
we present the time taken for local recovery for data objects of different sizes on Indriya. We
also present the time taken for the first three rounds of dissemination and the completion time
on the same graph. As expected, the time spent in the first three rounds increases linearly with
the object size whereas time taken for local recovery is not strictly linear due to the variations
in the number of packets to be recovered and the randomness involved in CSMA/CA.
3.4.4 Effect of Packet Size
It is well-known that the reliability of constructive interference decreases as packet size in-
creases [36, 46]. To justify our choice of 64 bytes for the Splash payload, we compare the
performance of Splash for the default payload size against the maximum possible payload size
of 117 bytes (which results in a maximum-sized packet of 128 bytes) for five dissemination
trees on Indriya in Table 3.9. As expected, reliability decreases with the larger payload size, so
we set the default payload size for Splash to 64 bytes.
It is known that the performance of DelugeT2 varies with packet size [90], so in order to
compare Splash fairly to DelugeT2, we also investigated the performance of DelugeT2 for dif-
ferent payload sizes. We constructed 10 random dissemination trees on Indriya, and on each
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Table 3.9: Performance of Splash for two different payload sizes.
64 bytes 117 bytes
R1 R2 R3 NR3−100% R1 R2 R3 NR3−100%
85.12 96.82 98.68 92.03 78.19 91.60 94.47 78.26
86.35 96.64 98.30 91.30 80.58 92.04 93.52 78.99
89.41 96.90 98.83 93.48 81.91 94.65 96.45 82.61
84.64 96.20 97.67 88.41 78.96 92.59 95.20 82.61
84.49 96.99 98.29 89.13 72.08 87.54 90.35 70.29



























Figure 3.8: Comparison of Splash against DelugeT2 for different payload sizes.
of them we disseminated a 32-kilobyte object using Splash and DelugeT2 configured with pay-
load sizes of 22 bytes (default), 64 bytes, and the maximum value of 107 bytes. We ensured
that Splash and the three versions of DelugeT2 were executed back-to-back on each of the dis-
semination trees so as to minimize the temporal variations in channel conditions across these
executions. The results are shown in Fig. 3.8. For DelugeT2, we found that while there was
some variation in the average dissemination times depending on the payload size and the pay-
load size that achieves the best performance depends on the actual network conditions, the
differences in performance are not significant, at least not when compared to the dissemination
times achieved by Splash.
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3.5 Summary
We propose Splash, a fast and scalable dissemination protocol for wireless sensor networks,
that exploits constructive interference and channel diversity to achieve its speed and scalability.
To achieve high reliability, Splash incorporates the use of transmission density diversity, oppor-
tunistic overhearing, channel-cycling, and XOR coding. We demonstrated with experiments on
two large multihop sensor networks that Splash can achieve an order of magnitude reduction in
dissemination time compared to state-of-the-art dissemination protocols.
Chapter 4
ILTP: Transforming Intermediate Quality
Links into Good Links
In this chapter, we present ILTP, a new approach for exploiting long-range communication
links of intermediate quality (IQ) for energy-efficient large data collection in sensor networks.
A key feature of ILTP is that unlike existing approaches to use IQ links, it does not require an
energy-intensive operation of packet overhearing. Thus saving a significant amount of energy.
Moreover, ILTP allows to exploit the benefits of IQ links continuously, rather than using them
only opportunistically as in existing protocols.
4.1 Introduction
Existing routing protocols attempt to choose only good quality links to build their routes [31]
and such links often have packet reception ratio (PRR) greater than 0.9. However, typically a
large proportion of about one-third of the links in practical sensor networks have their PRR in
the range from 0.1 to 0.9 [31, 91, 92]. The ratio is higher than 50% for earlier Mica devices [93].
These links are commonly referred to as IQ links and they are typically not used for routing [31].
While IQ links are deemed too unstable by existing routing metrics, such links typically
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have longer range than good quality links. There is a potential for significant energy savings
if these IQ links can be used for routing. In fact, some approaches to exploit such links to
improve routing performance have been proposed [31, 32, 94]. However, these approaches
require nearby nodes to perform overhearing even if they are not the intended recipients. Such
overhearing consumes a significant amount of energy, thus limiting the achievable gain.
In this work, we propose a novel technique called IQ Link Transformation Protocol (ILTP)
to exploit IQ links without overhearing. ILTP effectively transforms IQ links into good quality
links (with PRR > 0.9) by exploiting channel diversity. As IQ links are transformed, they can
be exploited continuously rather than using them only opportunistically. This eliminates the
need for overhearing as otherwise required to identify the opportunities where an IQ link can
be exploited.
ILTP is based on two key observations that we found in our measurement studies. First,
there is very little correlation in the quality of an IQ link across different ZigBee channels. In
more than 80% of the cases, the correlation coefficient for the link quality between any two
channels on the same IQ link is either negative or below 0.1. Second, it is common to find
sufficient number of channels for an IQ link, that change in quality on the time scale of a few
minutes, so that the underlying IQ link can be transformed into a good link by switching among
such channels once every few minutes.
However, channel quality varies over time and depends on the location of the node. This
means that it is not feasible to pre-define channel switchings in advance. ILTP transforms the
quality of IQ links by addressing two key questions: first, how can we identify a channel with
good quality efficiently? Second, how can we synchronize channel switching between 2 nodes
of a link when channels are consistently changing and packets are being lost? In ILTP, we use
a probing phase to eliminate poor channels so that we can switch to a good channel with high
probability and our requirement is only local synchronization for which we use a data-driven
mechanism based on a shared random seed. ILTP is able to transform a typical IQ link into a
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good link by switching an average of only 15.1 channels per link per hour.
We demonstrate the utility of ILTP by integrating it with CTP. ILTP allows the collection
protocol to exploit long-range IQ links without requiring the overhearing of transmissions, thus
reducing energy consumption by reducing the number of hops in its routes. We evaluate ILTP
and its integration with CTP on three testbeds, namely, Motelab, Twist, and Indriya. Our results
show that ILTP is able to consistently transform IQ links into good links. We observe that even
a poor link with a PRR 0.05 can be transformed into a good link with a PRR greater than 0.9.
With ILTP integrated, the average number of transmissions per end-to-end packet delivery for
CTP routes is reduced by 24-58%, without incurring any overhearing costs.
The following are our contributions:
(1) We observe that when the link quality of a channel on an IQ link is bad, it is easy to
find another channel where the link quality is good and it stays good typically for a few
minutes. This is because we have found that empirically, the PRR across different chan-
nels on IQ links are not correlated and sufficient number of channels on such links tend
to change in quality on the time scale of a few minutes. Our measurements show that
whenever the PRR of a link falls below 0.7, there is a 85% chance that there exists at least
one other channel with a PRR value ≥ 0.7.
(2) We propose ILTP, a protocol that allows to exploit IQ links without overhearing. ILTP
also allows us to use such links constantly rather than exploit them only opportunistically
by transforming an IQ link on a single channel into a good link by switching among
different channels. Moreover, we demonstrate these utilities of ILTP by integrating it
with CTP.
(3) We present a complete implementation of ILTP and its integration with CTP in TinyOS-
2.1.1. We evaluate its performance on three large-scale testbeds with results showing a
significant reduction in the number of transmissions.
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents our link measurements
and trace-based emulation of transformation of IQ links using channel diversity. We present
ILTP in Section 4.3 together with the details of its implementation and its integration with CTP.
Section 4.4 presents the evaluation results on different testbeds. Finally, we conclude ILTP in
Section 4.5.
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4.2 Measurement Study of Channels on IQ Links
In this section, we show with a measurement study that there is much potential for transforming
IQ links into good links by exploiting channel diversity in a practical sensor network.
4.2.1 Collection of Traces
In order to understand whether we can always find a good channel when the link quality of the
currently used channel degrades, we conducted experiments to investigate how the link quality
of ZigBee channels varies over time. To this end, we used an experimental setup consisting
of 16 TelosB motes, divided into two sets of 8 senders and 8 receivers. The motes in the each
set are placed adjacent to one another in a row to minimize spatial differences. The distance
between the set of senders and the set of receivers is adjusted so that PRR on the TinyOS default
channel (26) is of intermediate quality. The default PRR values on our experimental IQ links
range from 0.02 to 0.75.
All the eight senders start transmission at the same time but each on a different channel
and a sender continuously transmits packets to its associated receiver at an inter-packet interval
(IPI) of 15 milliseconds. Because each pair of a sender and a receiver is set to communicate on
a different orthogonal channel, their transmissions should not interfere. The successful trans-
missions and packet losses are recorded over a duration of one hour. We repeat this experiment
at 7 different physical locations and on both sets of orthogonal channels. The locations include
two research labs, an apartment, a soccer field, a running track, and two building corridors. The
analysis presented is based on the 14 (7 × 2) sets of traces with each set spanning 1 hour and
containing parallel transmissions on 8 orthogonal channels.
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Table 4.1: Correlation coefficient matrix of PRR observed on an IQ link.
Channel 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 PRR
11 1.0 -0.09 -0.09 0.03 0.15 -0.32 -0.06 0.07 0.33
13 -0.09 1.0 -0.16 0.10 -0.16 -0.03 0.00 -0.10 0.19
15 -0.09 -0.16 1.0 -0.37 -00.0 0.11 -0.37 0.25 0.63
17 0.03 0.10 -0.37 1.0 0.13 0.08 0.10 -0.10 0.46
19 0.15 -0.16 0.00 0.13 1.0 -0.01 -0.02 0.10 0.81
21 -0.32 -0.03 0.11 0.08 -0.01 1.0 0.16 -0.12 0.81
23 -0.06 0.00 -0.37 0.10 -0.02 0.16 1.0 -0.27 0.41
25 0.07 -0.10 0.25 -0.10 0.10 -0.12 -0.27 1.0 0.28
4.2.2 Correlation among Different Channels
We first look at how PRR varies among the different channels. We compute the Pearson’s cor-
relation coefficient of the PRRs among different channels at different levels of granularity, from
a single packet (15 milliseconds) to 66 packets (1 second). Across all granularities, channel
sets, and locations, we observe that the correlation coefficients for distinct pairs of channels are
either negative or close to a value of 0.1 in most cases. For example, an average of 83.7% of
channel pairs per link are observed to have such coefficient values at the granularity of single
packet.
As an illustration, Table 4.1 depicts a correlation coefficient matrix observed on an IQ link
in a research lab. The last column of the table lists observed PRR values for individual channels.
The depicted coefficients are computed using samples of PRR values over a moving window
of size 200 milliseconds (13 packets). We found that about 89% of the channel pairs have
coefficients that are either negative or close to 0.1. There are even pairs of channels which are
weakly negatively correlated.



















Figure 4.1: Plot of PRR of different channels under parallel transmissions.
4.2.3 Rate of Fluctuation of Channel Quality
From our traces, we observe that different channels on different IQ links fluctuate in quality on
a time scale of a few minutes. As an illustration, we plot the PRR of 3 different channels on an
IQ link over a total duration of one hour in Fig. 4.1. We see that when a channel enters the good
phase (where PRR> 0.9), it tends to stay there for a few minutes. In addition, at any given point
of time, it is highly likely that at least one channel is operating in the good phase. Therefore,
in this particular trace, we find that the underlying IQ link can be transformed into a good link
of PRR 0.96 with an overhead of only 4 channel switches (i.e. 26 → 20 → 24 → 20 → 26),
including the initial switch from the default channel 26.
4.2.4 How Easy is it to Find a Good Channel?
Our trace analysis suggests that when the quality of one channel is bad, the quality of the other
channels can be very different and hence there is a possibility that a better channel can be found.
Moreover, we also observed that the quality of such channels fluctuate on a time scale of a few
minutes. So, the first question is if a channel degrades in quality, how easy is it to find a good
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channel? Next, how often does such probing for a good channel needs to be performed?
To answer these questions, we perform a trace-driven emulation based on our 14 sets of
packet traces. We divide each trace into intervals called PRR Windows (PRRWND), and the
PRR for each window is the proportion of successful transmissions in the window. Starting with
a given channel, we traverse the packet trace one window at a time. We switch to a new channel
only if the PRR for the current window is less than a pre-defined threshold which we call the
Channel Switching Threshold (CST). This process emulates a simple channel selection scheme
that switches among different channels depending on the instantaneously measured PRR.
We emulate two different approaches for selecting a new destination channel when a channel
switch is performed. In the first approach, which we refer to as optimal, we choose the channel
that has PRR above CST for the longest duration after the switch. Clearly, such an approach
is not practical, but it does provide us with a useful lower bound on the minimum number of
channel switches required to keep the link quality high. In the second approach, we simply
select a channel at random from the set of available channels. We were able to achieve an
average transformed PRR of above 0.9 per link for both optimal and random selection strategies.
The lowest PRR observed on the transformed links is 0.8 and it is observed for the case of using
the random selection strategy on one of the links where the quality of channels changed rapidly.
After every channel switch, we also record time spent in the destination channel before
switching to another channel. The utility of a channel switching is determined by the duration
for which the quality of the new channel remains good after the switch. If frequent switches are
required, our approach would not work well. We plot the CCDF (Complementary Cumulative
Distribution Function) of such channel durations observed for both optimal and random cases
in Fig. 4.2(a). For the optimal case, we observe that 48% of the channel durations last for more
than one minute. This allows to transform an IQ link into a good link using an average of only
10 channel switches per hour. For random channel selection, only 14% of the channel durations
are longer than one minute and it takes on average 39 channel switches per hour to keep the link
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Figure 4.3: Choice of values for CST and PRRWND.
quality high.
The gap between the optimal and random curves can be explained with Fig. 4.2(b), where
we plot the CCDF of the number of channels available with PRR ≥ CST when a channel switch
is to be performed using the random selection strategy. We find that the probability of having
more than 3 such channels (out of the 7 available channels) is about only 0.2. This means that
the random strategy selects a bad channel frequently.
In all our evaluations, we set the channel switching threshold to 0.7 and PRRWND to 5
seconds. We explain the choice of these parameters with Figs. 4.3(a) and 4.3(b), which plot
the average transformed PRR and the number of channel switchings respectively, observed at
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different values of the channel switching threshold for different window sizes for the random
selection strategy. It is clear that our chosen values trade off the achieved quality for the number
of channel switches. Basically, if we switch too aggressively, we end up with a large number
of channel switches; if we do not switch aggressively enough, the overall link quality achieved
drops.
While we consider the orthogonal sets separately in our analysis, it is reasonable to consider
all 16 channels at the same time in practice. However, the inclusion of more channels will
only be useful if bad channels are excluded so that the probability of selecting a good channel
remains high. The design of ILTP takes these issues into consideration.
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4.3 ILTP Protocol
In this section, we describe ILTP, that uses channel diversity to exploit long-range communica-
tion links so that the need for engaging in an energy-intensive operation of packet overhearing
is eliminated.
4.3.1 ILTP for Bulk Data Collection
As discussed in Chapter 2, there exists several sensor network applications which download
data in bulks and it is desirable for such applications to carryout download sequentially from
each of the nodes with only one flow from a source node to the sink being active at a time.
Two key observations in such sequential bulk data download motivate our work. First, when
a data download flow is active, only the nodes constituting its path would be awake, with rest
of the network continuing in duty-cycling [30]. Therefore, as existing approaches for exploit-
ing IQ links require packet overhearing, duty-cycling nodes have to be woken and kept active
throughout the data download. Thus consuming significant amount of energy. Second, bulk
data is typically collected over long routes made up of high-quality links as it is expensive to
handle disruptions during bulk data transfers [2, 30]. The longer the route more the energy
consumption.
On the other hand, ILTP allows to exploit the benefits of the IQ links without the need
for packet overhearing. Thus allowing the duty-cycling nodes that are not part of the active
path to continue to sleep, saving significant energy. ILTP also shortens the long download
paths by exploiting long-range IQ links but ensuring the same high-quality through IQ-link
transformation.
We design ILTP specifically to serve bulk data and its design is based on the above-discussed
observations. However, as we will demonstrate in our experiments, ILTP can also be used to
support periodic traffic over a duty-cycling MAC. In designing ILTP, we address two key issues:
























Figure 4.4: Behavior of poor channels on an IQ link in Indriya.
(i) how to select a good channel efficiently; and (ii) how to coordinate channel switchings
between sender and receiver nodes of an IQ link under its transformation.
4.3.2 An Efficient Channel Selection Strategy
We noticed on IQ links in our experimental locations and practical sensor testbeds that among
the available 16 ZigBee channels, there are often a few channels that have poor reception for
long durations that typically span over a few hours or even a few days.
We carried out a simple experiment to validate this observation. We picked an IQ link
on Indriya testbed and recorded PRR for all channels for the link over a 5-hour period, by
switching to a random channel once every second and transmitting packets with an inter-packet
interval of 15 milliseconds. In Fig. 4.4, we plot the observed PRR for two sample poor channels
(Channels 11 and 21). As shown, most of the data points lie well-below the poor-PRR threshold
of 0.1, with a considerable number of points concentrating on the x-axis close to the PRR of
0, indicating the fact that the two channels remained poor throughout the long experimental
duration of 5 hours.
The first step in our channel selection strategy is to identify and remove such poor channels.
This improves the probability that ILTP will find a good channel when it needs to do channel
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switching as the link quality on the poor channels tend to remain poor over extended periods
of time. After such poor channels are eliminated, ILTP will select a channel at random from
the remaining working set of available channels whenever the PRR of the current channel falls
below the channel switching threshold (CST). Since we are working with IQ links, there is a
tendency for the quality of these links to fluctuate between good and bad states. The channels
that we want to use are those which tend to stay in the good state for a few minutes. Channels
that change rapidly in the order of a few milliseconds to a few hundred milliseconds are clas-
sified as the transient channels and removed from the working set. They are only used if there
are no more available channels in the working set.
Identifying Poor Channels. Poor channels can either be pre-filtered or they can be de-
tected on-the-fly during link transformation. If we probe all the channels and filter out the poor
channels in advance, there is more message overhead at the beginning, but we can avoid the ad-
ditional latency arising from switching into the poor channels during actual data transmissions
for on-the-fly identification. We will show in our evaluations in Section 4.4.4 that either method
will work in practice. We choose the pre-filtering approach for ILTP to trade off better latency
for slightly higher overhead at the start.
However, as the PRR of poor channels remain poor for long periods, pre-filtering does not
need to be performed on every attempt to transform an IQ link. In practice, the system may
need to run this filtering step only when a significant change in the environment is detected or
periodically, perhaps once every few hours or even days.
For pre-filtering, we transmit packets over a duration of 5 seconds with an inter-packet
interval of 250 milliseconds for each of the 16 channels. The somewhat long duration of 5
seconds helps to reduce the likelihood of marking rapidly changing transient channels as poor
channels. Based on the observed PRR, we remove channels with PRR ≤ 0.1 from the working
set. In our evaluations, an average of 4 channels on each link are eliminated in this step, leaving
only 12 channels in the working set, for the three testbeds that we worked with.
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Algorithm 1: Channel Selection Algorithm
Given: working set (G)
Initialize states: transient set (T=∅)
For every PRRWND
measure PRR
If PRR < CST
If PRR < 0.3 // verify for transiency
insert current channel into T
If (G ≥ 2)
change current channel to a random channel in G
Else
G← G ∪ T and T ← ∅
change current channel to a random channel in G
Channel Selection. Once the poor channels are identified and excluded, the nodes start by
selecting a random channel in the working set (G). The PRR of the channel is assessed at a
constant rate in windows of size PRRWND and actions are taken according to Algorithm 1. A
channel switching occurs whenever the PRR of the current channel falls below CST. If the PRR
is below the transient channel threshold 0.3, the current channel is added to the transient set
(T ). We pick a threshold of 0.3 because transient channels change rapidly in the order of a few
milliseconds to a few hundred milliseconds, and over a PRRWND of 5 seconds, this translates
to a measured PRR that is typically lower than 0.3. The channels that remain in the good state
for minutes could possibly also be added to the transient set during their bad phases. Hence, if
the working set becomes empty, we will move all the channels in the transient set to the working
set and restart Algorithm 1.
4.3.3 Coordinating Channel Switching
During transformation, as sender and receiver nodes of an underlying IQ link have to perform
channel switchings dynamically depending on the environment and in the presence of packet
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losses, coordination is necessary. We adopt a data-driven approach and use actual data packets
for enabling such coordination.
Our coordination/synchronization scheme is as follows:
1. While the next channel to switch to is selected at random, sender and receiver nodes of
an underlying IQ link share a common random seed, so that both the nodes will decide to
switch to the same next channel. Such a random seed is exchanged between the sender
and receiver nodes before starting their link transformation. It is worth noting that the
synchronization requirement is only local, not global. As ILTP ensures that the receiver
of an IQ link that is being transformed would not receive traffic from any node other than
that of the link’s sender, all that is needed is the synchronization between only sender and
receiver nodes of the underlying link.
2. Packet transmissions are regular and rate-controlled. This allows the receiver to syn-
chronize its clock to that of the sender on the reception of every packet. As packets are
rate-controlled with an inter-packet interval of a few packet transmission times, clock drift
is not an issue. The use of rate control serves another important function that it enables
the receiver to know when a packet is expected and is therefore able to infer a packet loss
based on timing. The rate-limiting of transmissions do not pose a problem as typically
WSN protocols already rate-limit transmissions in order to avoid self interference. For
example, CTP uses an average interval of 2 packet transmission times between comple-
tion of a transmission and start of the next transmission [42, 78]. However, in practice,
the interference range can be more than two hops and an interval of up to 5 packet times
may be necessary [2]. As the same interval can also be exploited by ILTP, rate-limiting
imposes no penalty.
3. We embed one byte of PRR information in each packet transmitted to indicate the number
of successful transmissions seen so far in the current PRRWND at the sender. This allows
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the receiver to accurately infer the bi-directional PRR perceived at the sender.
4. While random seed, rate control, and embedded PRR information together allows the
receiver to coordinate channel switching with the sender, a timeout mechanism is still
required so that if the sender and receiver lose synchronization due to a large number of
consecutive packets losses, the link can be declared unusable.
The overhead required to coordinate a sender and a receiver includes the following: (1) a
handshaking SYN packet and its acknowledgment; (2) piggybacking one byte of the number
of transmission successes in every packet; and (3) a few control messages transmitted to notify
the receiver to exclude poor and transient channels and to handle a possible coordination error.
These overhead are negligible compared to the number of transmissions reduced by ILTP. We
observe in our experiments that, on average, only 0.18% of the total transmissions are control
packets.
4.3.4 Implementation
The implementation of ILTP is depicted in Fig. 4.5. The sender node of an IQ link initiates
the protocol on the default channel by transmitting a SYN packet. On receiving a SYN, the
receiver acknowledges the SYN and updates its state variables along with starting its timers.
Once synchronized, the sender starts transmitting data packets and enters the initiation phase
during which it identifies and filters the poor channels. At the end of the initiation phase, the
list of poor channels is communicated to the receiver in a control packet. The sender then
proceeds with data transmissions with verifying and switching channels as described earlier in
Algorithm 1.
For evaluation, we implemented ILTP in TinyOS-2.1.1 as a separate layer between the rout-
ing and MAC layers. To make ILTP modular and to make link transformation transparent to
the routing layer, ILTP is implemented as two separate components: sender and receiver. The
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Figure 4.5: Operation of ILTP.
sender component is responsible for handling transmissions of both control and data packets,
while their reception is handled by the receiver component.
The sender component provides an AMSend1 interface to the routing layer for submitting its
packets. The submitted packets are processed and then handed over to the underlying AM stack
using another AMSend. Similarly, the receiver component uses and provides Receive interfaces
to respectively receive packets from the AM stack and signal their reception to the routing layer.
Moreover, these components also provide and use interfaces for communicating routing control
packets such as beacons on the default channel.
1The networking component of TinyOS is often referred to as Active Message (AM) stack and it provides
AMSend and AMReceive interfaces as APIs for sending and receiving radio messages.











Figure 4.6: Routing progress offered by IQ links.
Integration of ILTP with CTP. In order to evaluate the utility of ILTP, we integrate it with
CTP. While ILTP is implemented at a layer one below the CTP, ILTP cannot be oblivious of
CTP because ILTP has to identify and transform IQ links.
In order to identify IQ links, ILTP accesses CTP’s neighbor table maintained by its 4-bit
link estimator [80]. A sender will decide to transform one of its IQ links if the receiver on that
link has lower ETX by at least a value of 1.0 compared to the ETX of its default parent chosen
by CTP2. This is depicted in Fig. 4.6, where node 7 identifies its IQ link to node 5 which has
an ETX value that is lower than the ETX of its default parent node 6 by 1.0. Links represented
by solid lines are of ETX 1.0. A similar ETX difference threshold is also used in [31] by an
overhearing node to identify such progress. However, in our case, as it is a sender that identifies
such progress and because the chosen IQ link is transformed and exploited continuously, the
need for overhearing is completely eliminated.
If there are more than one IQ link which offer better progress than the default parent, we
choose the one that provides the maximum progress. As depicted in Fig. 4.6, node 4 chooses
2In evaluations, we set this difference threshold to 1.5. This ensures that links that ILTP selects for transforma-
tion are indeed of intermediate quality as CTP’s threshold for parent switching is also 1.5.
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Table 4.2: Percentage of leaf nodes on CTP trees in different testbeds.
Testbed Power (dBm) Total no. of nodes No. of leaf nodes % of leaf nodes
Motelab 0 94 51 54%
Motelab -10 94 56 60%
Twist 0 86 73 85%
Twist -25 86 51 59%
Indriya 0 125 81 65%
Indriya -15 125 67 54%
to transform its IQ link to node 1 instead of the IQ link to node 3. This is because node 1
provides better progress as it has an ETX of 1.0 while node 3 has an ETX of 2.0. Moreover,
node 4 chooses node 1 as its new parent. It is worth noting that this decision does not affect the
stability of the collection tree as we transform IQ links to exploit them continuously instead of
using them only opportunistically.
Once a receiver is supporting transformation of an incoming IQ link, it is not allowed to for-
ward traffic from any node other than the sender on that link. By not allowing receivers of trans-
formed links to forward traffic from other nodes, we reduce the complexity of the CTP+ILTP
protocol significantly. Note that this is not a problem for practical bulk data applications be-
cause such data is collected sequentially from each of the nodes with only one flow being active
at any time [2, 11, 18, 30]. Moreover, because a large proportion of nodes in typical collection
trees are leaf nodes and thus do not have to forward traffic for other nodes, this restriction is
typically not a major concern even for sparse traffic. As illustrated in Fig. 4.6, node 4 transforms
its IQ link to the leaf node 1 while ignoring its IQ link to the non-leaf node 2 although both the
nodes offer the same progress.
We show in Table 4.2 the proportion of leaf nodes observed on CTP trees in three testbeds
when the trees are built with a randomly selected root at both the maximum and minimum
transmit power levels, at which the network remains connected. More than 50% of the nodes
are leaves in all cases at both the transmit power levels. A maximum of 73 leaf nodes of the
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total 86 nodes can be observed at 0 dBm for the dense deployment of the Twist testbed.
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4.4 Performance Evaluation of ILTP
In this section, we evaluate ILTP and its integration with CTP on Motelab, Twist, and Indriya
testbeds.
4.4.1 Experimental Methodology
We evaluate ILTP and its integration with CTP (CTP+ILTP) separately. Each data point for our
experiments corresponds to a duration of 30 minutes. Moreover, experiments corresponding to
any two data points compared are carried out back to back in time so that temporal differences
can be minimized. However, this may be violated at times because the testbeds used are shared
resources. We use the maximum transmit power level of 0 dBm on Motelab and Indriya and
lower power levels of -15 and -7 dBm on Twist since the Twist testbed is much smaller. For all
experiments, unless specified otherwise, the inter-packet interval as regulated by ILTP is 250
milliseconds.
All the presented results corresponding to ILTP and CTP+ILTP include the control overhead
required for achieving and maintaining synchronization in channel switching. Furthermore, the
PRR metric used is bi-directional and accounts for the loss of acknowledgment packets. In
the figures, we use the terms ML, TL, and IL to refer to links on Motelab, Twist and Indriya
respectively. Similarly, we use the terms MR, TR, and IR to refer to routes on these testbeds.
4.4.2 Transformation of IQ Links into Good Links using ILTP
To evaluate the performance of ILTP in transforming IQ links into good links, we transform 15
IQ links with five links from each of the three testbeds. In Fig. 4.7, we plot three PRR values for
each of the 15 IQ links: (i) the intermediate quality PRR observed on the default Channel 26, (ii)
the transformed PRR for ILTP that includes the initiation overhead that identifies and eliminates
poor channels (denoted by WILTP (Worst-case ILTP)), and (iii) the transformed PRR for ILTP


























Transformation of IQ links on different testbeds using ILTP
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Figure 4.7: Transformation of IQ links on different testbeds using ILTP.
which does not include the initiation overhead (denoted by ILTP). In practice, we expect that the
initiation phase to identify poor channels to be executed only once in a few hours or even a few
days, rather than every half an hour. Hence, the reflected WILTP is effectively a “worst-case”
scenario.
We see from Fig. 4.7 that ILTP is able to transform all 15 IQ links into good links. In
fact, even a poor link like ML2 with a default PRR 0.05 can be transformed into a good link of
reception ratio 0.93. The average PRR of a transformed link is 0.95, with 0.874 being the lowest
on ML3. Moreover, ILTP is able transform links whose default PRR spread over a wide range
from 0.05 (on ML2) to 0.79 (on TL4). Finally, we also observe that the difference between
ILTP and WILTP is not significant in all cases. This is because the effect of additional overhead
incurred for WILTP during the initiation phase is offset by the later significant improvement of
PRR by transformation.
4.4.3 Channel Durations
In Fig. 4.8, we plot the time spent in different channels for 3 sample links out of the 15 trans-
formed links. The results are similar for the remaining twelve links. We see from the results






































































Figure 4.8: Time spent in different channels during transformation using ILTP.
that channels enjoy good states in the order of a few minutes. The average frequency of probing
that is required to find a good channel whenever the current channel degrades is only 4.2 prob-
ings per hour per link with an average number of only 3.6 channel switches per probing. We
observe the best case of only one probing required on TL1, where the channel remains good for
the entire duration after the initial probe. Such long durations further improve PRR as losses
incurred in probing channels are eliminated.
4.4.4 Overhead
As most of our mechanisms, including the synchronization protocol are data-driven and trans-
formation results in significant improvement in PRR, the average control overhead per link is



















Methods for the identification of poor links
Default Probing On-the-fly
Figure 4.9: Two different methods to identify and filter poor channels.
only 0.18% of total transmissions. The worst result of 0.94% is observed on IL2 in which the
number of channel switches is also the maximum. The average number of poor and transient
channels identified per link are about 4 and 1 respectively. However, the actual number of tran-
sient channels may be higher than the observed value as not every transient channel is used
during each 30-minute experiment.
While we choose to probe all the 16 channels in order to identify and filter the poor channels
in advance, another option is to identify and filter them on-the-fly during transformation. We
compare these two methods on 5 IQ links on Indriya in Fig. 4.9. We can observe that the both
the methods are able to transform all 5 IQ links into good links. The average difference in PRR
for the two methods is only 0.05 and neither method seems to be superior than the other.
4.4.5 Improvement in Routing Performance
In order to evaluate the integration of ILTP with CTP (CTP+ILTP), we selected three routes
in each of the three testbeds. We consider individual routes as typically bulk data is down-
loaded sequentially from each of the network nodes with only one flow (route) being active at
a time [2, 18, 30]. The source and destination nodes of individual routes include nodes which


































































Figure 4.10: Routing progress offered by ILTP on different testbeds.
are separated by wall-like obstructions, or installed on different floors. For simplicity, we refer
to these pairs as routes. Note that the long routes chosen by CTP are different from the short
routes chosen by CTP+ILTP.
Fig. 4.10 compares the performance of CTP+ILTP to CTP in terms of the average number
of transmissions required per packet from source to destination. We found that CTP+ILTP
achieves an average reduction per route of about 44% and a maximum reduction of 58% (on
IR3). We observe that a single transformed link can sometimes reach a distance that CTP takes
3 hops to cover. In this case, the CTP+ILTP can reduce ETX from 3 to 1, which is a 66%
reduction. Such a behavior is in fact observed on IR3 where CTP required 3 hops during a few
minutes of the experiment while a transformed link allowed the destination to be reached in only
one hop. Our results show that the availability of a small number of successfully transformed
links is sufficient to provide considerable progress. For example, IR2 is one such route where
a transformed link is able to save only one hop among 4 hops traversed by CTP. Nevertheless,
the reduction on IR2 is still 24%.
Although CTP+ILTP switch among channels dynamically, it does not trade end-to-end relia-
bility. This is mainly because we pre-filter poor channels and CTP uses a default threshold of 30
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Figure 4.11: Performance of ILTP at different inter-packet intervals.
retransmissions before dropping a packet. The average reliability per route in our experiments
is 97.6% for CTP and it is 99.7% for CTP+ILTP.
4.4.6 Effect of Packet Rate
In Fig. 4.11, we plot the performance of ILTP when it regulates packets at different rates. As the
inter-packet interval affects PRR, the duration of the ILTP’s PRRWND is adjusted depending
on the inter-packet interval. However, we keep the size in terms of number of packets constant
at 20 packets. The experiment was carried out on an inter-floor IQ link in Indriya with every
individual run lasting for 30 minutes. As shown, ILTP is able to successfully transform the link
into a good link for the range of data rates up to 1 packet per second. While we ensure that
the two data points being compared at a given inter-packet interval are collected back to back in
time, this is not true across intervals. Thus because of temporal variations between experiments,
PRR on the default channel varies from 0.08 to 0.75.
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Table 4.3: Performance of ILTP over duty-cycling BoX-MAC.
— Flow-1 Flow-2
Protocol CTP CTP+WILTP CTP+ILTP CTP CTP+WILTP CTP+ILTP
TXs/pkt 122.69 80.77 79.74 96.39 85.12 83.92
hops/pkt 4 3 3 3 3 3
4.4.7 Periodic Traffic over a Duty-Cycling MAC
While ILTP was designed to support bulk data transfer, we also investigate its performance for
periodic traffic over a duty-cycling MAC. As ILTP needs traffic regulation and typically exploits
those channels that change on the time scale of a few minutes, it may be used while traffic is
periodic with a packet to transmit once every a few seconds. We compare CTP and CTP+ILTP
over TinyOS’s default duty-cycling BoX-MAC. The integrated protocol of CTP+ILTP choose
IQ links whose receivers are leaf nodes as described earlier in Section 4.3. We set the polling
interval of the BoX-MAC to 500 milliseconds and packets are regulated with an inter-packet
interval of 10 seconds. We carry out experiments on Indriya with an experimental duration for
each of the two protocols being 24 hours.
Moreover, as several flows can be active in this context, we consider two concurrent flows
so that inter-flow interference effects would be captured. The source nodes of the two flows
are located in a lab on the first floor of Indriya and the sink node is located on the third floor.
We consider two metrics: the average number of transmissions per packet (TXs/pkt) and the
average number of hops per packet (hops/pkt) traversal from its source to the sink. We include
BoX-MAC’s preamble overhead in TXs/pkt which consists of continuous transmissions of data
packets.
Table 4.3 depicts the observed results. For Flow-1, savings of using CTP+ILTP is 35% of
reduction in TXs/pkt. This shows that ILTP can effectively reduce the number of transmissions
even with periodic traffic over a duty-cycling MAC. The reduction of 35% in TXs/pkt is more
than the corresponding saving in hops/pkt, which is 25%. This is because of the randomness
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involved in transmission duration of BoX-MAC’s preambles. However, the two reductions are
expected to match better if the experiments are run over longer durations.
For Flow-2, both the protocols take the same number of 3 hops. ILTP is unable to find
a better alternative IQ link for use as the average path length between the chosen sender and
receiver nodes is same for both the protocols. Moreover, ETX estimation based on random
samplings is also known to be inaccurate sometimes [95]. The observed saving of about 13%
in TXs/pkt for CTP+ILTP is not due to the transformation, it is likely that it arises because of
the randomness in transmission duration of preambles.
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4.5 Summary
We propose a new approach to exploit IQ links through channel diversity, for energy-efficient
bulk data collection. Unlike existing approaches, ILTP does not require packet overhearing for
using IQ links. We transform IQ links into good links by switching among different channels
once every few minutes. We present ILTP, a protocol designed to perform IQ link transforma-
tion. ILTP is implemented in TinyOS and has been integrated with CTP.
Results from experiments on three large-scale testbeds show that ILTP is able to consistently
transform IQ links into good links (PRR > 0.9). This transformation is achieved with a low
control overhead. The average frequency of probing to find a good channel is only about 4.2
probings per hour per link with an average of only 3.6 channel switches for each probing. When
enhanced with ILTP, the number of packet transmissions for CTP routes is reduced by 24-58%,
without incurring any overhearing energy costs.
Chapter 5
P
3: Practical Packet Pipelining
This chapter describes P 3, a fast and practical protocol for large data collection in wireless
sensor networks. The core technique of P 3 is to exploit node diversity through constructive
interference so that its multi-channel packet pipeline can ensure a high throughput despite sub-
stantial differences that exist among different channels. Compared to the state-of-the-art high
throughput protocol, P 3 is more than five times faster, by on average utilizing 84.2% of the
capacity of the underlying radio.
5.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 1, a number of key sensor applications demand a high throughput in
transferring the generated bulk data. Moreover, ensuring high throughput is also an energy
saving technique as nodes can complete the data transfer faster and they can go back to sleep.
The state-of-the-art protocol to achieve high bulk data transfer throughput in sensor networks
is PIP (Packets In Pipeline) [23], which exploits channel diversity as proposed in [24]. The
idea is to setup a packet pipeline by using different non-interfering channels for different hops
of a multihop path. Such a pipeline completely avoids self/intra-flow interference allowing to
achieve a high throughput in ideal setups. However, problems arise in practice as different
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channels are used on links that are chosen on some default channel. Performance of different
channels differs drastically from that of the default channel on such links. Our measurements
on a practical sensor network show that there exists a high chance that a good link on one
channel not even existing on another channel. Such differences can completely stall PIP’s
packet pipeline resulting in zero throughput.
In this chapter, we propose a Practical Packet Pipeline (P 3) that exploits node diversity
through constructive interference to account for the differences that exist among different chan-
nels and keeps its packet pipeline flowing. P 3 is based on three key observations. First, node
diversity on both senders and receivers can be exploited through constructive interference for
handling quality differences that exist among different channels. Second, packet receptions un-
der constructive interference are not correlated. Third, while existing approaches allow source
node of their pipeline to transmit a packet once every two cycles, node diversity can be ex-
ploited to create a packet pipeline that allows its source to transmit a packet in every cycle thus
doubling the maximum possible throughput.
In P 3, every intermediate stage of the packet pipeline contains multiple nodes. During
pipeline operation, all nodes of a stage concurrently forward a packet received from their pre-
vious stage to multiple receivers of the next stage where forwarded transmissions interfere con-
structively. Because of node diversity in both senders and receivers and as packet receptions
across different receivers under constructive interference are not positively correlated, with a
high probability at least one next-stage receiver will correctly decode the packet. In this way,
pipeline stalls are avoided as long as at least one node receives and forwards the packet at every
stage.
There are other two key features of P 3’s pipelining. First, nodes at every intermediate stage
of the pipeline are grouped into two sets, such that while one set is forwarding a packet to the
next stage, the other set of nodes would be receiving. This way the source node can be kept
busy at all times thus allowing P 3 to achieve the maximum possible goodput that is equal to
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the effective data rate of an underlying radio. Second, unlike existing protocols, P 3 does not
require all pipeline nodes to synchronize to the source in order to exploit channel diversity.
Strictly deterministic timings used in handling packet transmissions to achieve constructive
interference allow P 3 to coordinate channel switchings without having to explicitly maintain
synchronization.
While the above techniques maximize throughput, they need to overcome two key prob-
lems. First, packet reception reliability of constructive interference is not 100%. Particularly,
constructive interference is not scalable in terms of number of concurrent transmitters [46]. Pre-
vious protocols exploiting constructive interference [36, 45] rely on multiple retransmissions of
every packet for higher reliability. However, such a naive retransmission policy is not an option
for P 3 as it drastically reduces throughput by a factor of number of attempted transmissions.
Second, while the fact that P 3 achieves a much higher goodput than PIP outweighs the extra
energy incurred for keeping multiple nodes awake, for energy efficiency, it is still important to
reduce the number of woken nodes. We address both of these problems by exploiting the advan-
tages of multipath routing which ensures that only the required number of nodes are exploited
during pipeline operations.
We have implemented P 3 in Contiki-2.5 and evaluated our implementation on 139-node
Indriya testbed. Our results show that P 3 achieves an end-to-end average goodput of 177.8 Kbps
while PIP’s average goodput is only 35.6 Kbps. This 5 times improvement is achieved despite
of the fact that we reimplemented PIP and our reimplementation is 57% faster than its original
implementation. More interestingly, P 3 maintains an average goodput of 179.3 Kbps in cases
where goodput of PIP reduces to zero which happens often in practice. Overall, average end-to-
end utilization of P 3 is 84.2% of the effective data rate of the underlying CC2420 radio while
PIP’s average utilization is only 16.2%. The maximum observed utilization values are 94.1%
and 44.9% for P 3 and PIP respectively.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 presents a measurement study of
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performance differences that exist among different channels together with a study of reception
correlation under constructive interference on those channels. These studies serve as motivation
for our work. We present P 3 and the details of its implementation in Section 5.3. Our evaluation
results on Indriya testbed are discussed in Section 5.4. Finally, we conclude P 3 in Section 5.5.
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5.2 Measurement Study of Channels-Quality Differences
In this section, we present two measurement studies which serve as motivation for our work.
First, we demonstrate the fact that there exists significant differences among the qualities of
different channels on communication links that are chosen on another channel. Such differences
are the root cause for the problem that we are tackling in this chapter. Second, we show that
packet receptions under constructive interference are not correlated on sufficient number of
channels. This observation forms the crux of our proposed solution of P 3.
5.2.1 Channels-Quality Differences
IEEE 802.15.4 is the de facto physical layer standard for wireless sensor networks. This stan-
dard supports 16 non-overlapping channels defined in the 2.4 GHz band that is also shared by
WiFi devices. These 16 channels are usually referred by the numbers from 11 to 26, with each
channel occupying a width of 2 MHz, and with an inter-channel space of 3 MHz. We evaluate
performance of each of these 16 channels on links of Indriya testbed.
As existing high-throughput protocols assume that data routes are given by an underlying
routing protocol, we choose those links that are parts of routes chosen by Contiki’s collection
protocol [87], a commonly used routing protocol for data collection which is similar to CTP.
Among the links of Contiki’s collection tree on Indriya, we particularly choose inter-floor links
that are critical in providing connectivity among different floors. Note that CTP like routing
techniques are known to select stable and high-quality links to build their routes [31], and our
experimental inter-floor links are chosen randomly among such high-quality links.
We choose links from two collection trees, one built on Channel 26 and the other on Channel
20. We choose Channel 26 as it is used as the default channel in most of the sensor network
deployments as it does not overlap with the commonly used WiFi channels (referred by the
numbers 1, 6, and 11) [49]. While network-wide quality of Channel 20 is generally not as good
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Table 5.1: Quality differences among different channels on links of Channel 26.
L\C 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.99
2 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.37 0.51 0.72 0.03 0.38 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.01 1.00
3 0.82 0.01 0.00 0.21 0.53 0.67 0.01 0.37 0.26 0.00 0.14 0.30 0.00 0.36 0.97 0.99
4 0.00 0.00 0.28 0.50 0.49 0.00 0.05 0.26 0.69 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.51 0.47 0.49 0.59 0.00 0.03 0.10 0.00 0.06 0.94 0.98
6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.08 0.91 0.50 0.48 0.40 0.36 0.77 0.92
7 0.72 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.08 1.00
8 0.09 0.38 0.36 0.70 0.97 0.55 0.50 0.47 0.16 0.52 0.26 0.18 0.18 0.29 0.99 1.00
9 0.11 0.23 0.41 0.97 0.99 0.48 0.47 0.45 0.03 0.09 0.01 0.30 0.46 0.91 0.65 1.00
10 0.69 0.73 0.73 0.23 0.11 0.23 0.15 0.36 0.95 0.83 0.15 0.00 0.40 0.69 1.00 0.96
Avg. 0.27 0.14 0.18 0.26 0.32 0.25 0.20 0.29 0.35 0.24 0.15 0.17 0.15 0.27 0.64 0.98
%<0.1 50% 70% 60% 50% 40% 50% 50% 30% 40% 70% 50% 40% 60% 50% 30% 0%
as Channel 26, it is one of those channels on which Indriya is consistently connected. Moreover,
Channel 20 is also typically free from interference from the common WiFi channels [49]. On
every chosen link, we evaluate the performance of each of the 16 available channels, and on
each channel, we transmit 10,000 packets with an inter-packet interval of 10 milliseconds and
use packet reception ratio (PRR) as an indicator of channel quality.
Table 5.1 depicts the performance of all 16 channels (C) on 10 links (L) randomly chosen
from a tree built on Channel 26. We can make two observations. First, quality of most of the
other channels on all links are much lower than that of Channel 26. For example, on Link 1,
not even one packet got through on any channel other than Channel 26 whose quality is almost
perfect with a reception ratio of 0.99. Therefore, a good link on one channel may not even exists
or it can be of bad quality on another channel (see last row of the table that depicts percentage
of links with the quality less than 0.1 (%<0.1)). As a result, when PIP exploits another channel
on such a link, its packet pipeline will be completely stalled, which results in zero throughput
(see Section 5.4). The second observation is that no other channel is consistently as good as
Channel 26. This demonstrates that a common assumption of all channels behave similarly on a
link chosen on some default channel does not hold in practice. Note that this assumption forms
the crux for high performance of PIP like protocols which exploit channel diversity.
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Table 5.2: Quality differences among different channels on links of Channel 20.
L\C 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.96 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.13 0.00 0.01 0.96 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.56 0.04 0.96
3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.28 0.81 0.61 0.63 0.57 0.74 0.00 0.03
4 0.85 0.60 0.59 0.97 0.91 0.59 0.60 0.62 0.75 1.00 0.04 0.29 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00
5 0.00 0.36 0.59 0.58 0.00 0.12 0.73 0.86 1.00 0.99 0.49 0.19 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.01
6 1.00 0.98 0.30 1.00 0.99 0.85 0.68 0.68 1.00 1.00 0.76 0.60 0.61 0.59 1.00 0.01
7 0.00 0.29 0.34 0.67 0.87 0.57 0.31 0.40 0.74 1.00 0.75 0.00 0.64 0.72 0.00 0.69
8 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.90 0.00 0.00 0.43 0.52 0.65 1.00 1.00 0.78 0.82 0.91 0.05 0.00
9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.52 0.84 0.59 0.58 0.99 1.00 0.92 0.56 0.66 0.98 0.10 0.99
10 0.72 0.00 0.08 0.71 0.99 0.83 0.04 0.00 0.55 1.00 0.76 0.76 0.67 0.00 0.00 0.99
Avg. 0.26 0.22 0.20 0.48 0.43 0.41 0.35 0.37 0.62 0.97 0.53 0.38 0.45 0.45 0.12 0.37
%<0.1 70% 60% 50% 40% 50% 30% 30% 40% 10% 0% 30% 30% 20% 40% 80% 60%
Table 5.2 compares the performance of different channels on links which are chosen on
Channel 20. The above two observations holds for these links too but with respect to Channel
20, it is the only channel that is consistently good across all links. Therefore, choosing routes
on a somewhat poor channel where the network is consistently connected does not help PIP.
5.2.2 Correlation among Packet Receptions
Next we study the correlation among packet receptions under constructive interference. Our
experimental setup consists of 21 nodes that are part of Indriya and they are all installed on
the same floor in an area of about 30m × 30m. These 21 nodes form a 2-hop setup in which
one node acts as an initiator transmitting a packet once every second to a set of 10 first-hop
relay nodes, which in turn concurrently forward a received packet so that their transmissions
interfere constructively at the remaining 10 second-hop receiver nodes (R), across which we
study correlation. We repeat this experiment on four different channels of 26, 25, 20, and 15
by transmitting packets for a duration of 5 hours on each channel. We particularly choose
these channels because they are generally free from interference from the commonly used WiFi
channels [49].
In order to quantify correlation among packet receptions across the 10 second-hop receivers
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Table 5.3: Correlation matrix observed on Channel 26.
R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 1.0 0.09 0.07 0.36 0.05 0.22 0.07 0.06 0.11 0.13
2 0.09 1.0 0.08 0.24 0.04 0.10 0.14 0.07 0.08 0.11
3 0.07 0.08 1.0 0.21 0.13 0.16 0.08 0.11 0.09 0.11
4 0.36 0.24 0.21 1.0 0.12 0.32 0.19 0.15 0.30 0.31
5 0.05 0.04 0.13 0.12 1.0 0.12 0.11 0.08 0.12 0.17
6 0.22 0.10 0.16 0.32 0.12 1.0 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.14
7 0.07 0.14 0.08 0.19 0.11 0.11 1.0 0.14 0.11 0.20
8 0.06 0.07 0.11 0.15 0.08 0.11 0.14 1.0 0.12 0.09
9 0.11 0.08 0.09 0.30 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.12 1.0 0.22
10 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.31 0.17 0.14 0.20 0.09 0.22 1.0
Table 5.4: Correlation matrix observed on Channel 25.
R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 1.0 0.02 0.06 0.14 0.05 0.11 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.08
2 0.02 1.0 0.08 0.17 0.07 0.06 0.13 0.17 0.07 0.09
3 0.06 0.08 1.0 0.16 0.08 0.14 0.12 0.11 0.09 0.10
4 0.14 0.17 0.16 1.0 0.23 0.21 0.21 0.15 0.26 0.25
5 0.05 0.07 0.08 0.23 1.0 0.09 0.10 0.12 0.26 0.15
6 0.11 0.06 0.14 0.21 0.09 1.0 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.15
7 0.02 0.13 0.12 0.21 0.10 0.06 1.0 0.12 0.14 0.19
8 0.03 0.17 0.11 0.15 0.12 0.07 0.12 1.0 0.15 0.08
9 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.26 0.26 0.09 0.14 0.15 1.0 0.16
10 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.25 0.15 0.15 0.19 0.08 0.16 1.0
experiencing constructive interference, we compute Pearson’s correlation coefficient at a gran-
ularity of one packet. Tables 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 depicts coefficient values on channels 26,
25, 20, and 15 respectively. Coefficient values are generally small for all four channels with at
least 80% of the values being less than 0.2 for every channel. This indicates that packet recep-
tions are not positively correlated on these channels under concurrent transmissions. Note that
this is not true across all channels, as we have observed in Splash (See Chapter 3), channels
like 22 which completely overlaps with a commonly used WiFi channel do experience a strong
correlation. On the other hand, as channels 26, 25, 20 and 15 are not generally affected by the
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Table 5.5: Correlation matrix observed on Channel 20.
R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 1.0 0.02 0.0 0.16 0.08 0.08 0.01 0.0 0.06 0.12
2 0.02 1.0 -0.01 0.13 0.07 0.05 0.22 -0.01 0.06 0.09
3 0 -0.01 1.0 -0.01 0.0 0 0.0 0.07 0.02 0.0
4 0.16 0.13 -0.01 1.0 0.25 0.37 0.13 0.01 0.20 0.55
5 0.08 0.07 0.0 0.25 1.0 0.10 0.08 -0.01 0.26 0.23
6 0.08 0.05 0 0.37 0.10 1.0 0.06 0.0 0.09 0.21
7 0.01 0.22 0.0 0.13 0.08 0.06 1.0 0.01 0.07 0.09
8 0 -0.01 0.07 0.01 -0.01 0.0 0.01 1.0 0.01 0.01
9 0.06 0.06 0.02 0.20 0.26 0.09 0.07 0.01 1.0 0.18
10 0.12 0.09 0.0 0.55 0.23 0.21 0.09 0.01 0.18 1.0
Table 5.6: Correlation matrix observed on Channel 15.
R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 1.0 0.12 0.14 1.0 0.16 0.18 0.24 0.14 0.30 0.61
2 0.12 1.0 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.06 0.14 0.08 0.09 0.07
3 0.14 0.12 1.0 0.14 0.13 0.11 0.17 0.10 0.08 0.08
4 1.0 0.12 0.14 1.0 0.16 0.18 0.24 0.14 0.30 0.61
5 0.16 0.10 0.13 0.16 1.0 0.08 0.17 0.08 0.21 0.12
6 0.18 0.06 0.11 0.18 0.08 1.0 0.08 0.05 0.08 0.11
7 0.24 0.14 0.17 0.24 0.17 0.08 1.0 0.08 0.19 0.14
8 0.14 0.08 0.10 0.14 0.08 0.05 0.08 1.0 0.12 0.09
9 0.30 0.09 0.08 0.30 0.21 0.08 0.19 0.12 1.0 0.19
10 0.61 0.07 0.08 0.61 0.12 0.11 0.14 0.09 0.19 1.0
common WiFi channels [49], they experience no correlation.
As long as there exists at least four such uncorrelated channels, P 3 can account for the
channels-quality differences. This condition is typically true as at least four ZigBee channels
are free from WiFi interference in practice [49].
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5.3 P3 Protocol
In this section, we describe P 3, a practical high-throughput protocol for bulk data collection
in sensor networks. P 3 exploits channel diversity through constructive interference to create a
fast packet pipeline that keeps flowing despite the quality differences that exist among different
channels.
5.3.1 PIP Pipelining
The key idea of PIP is to exploit channel diversity as proposed by Osterlind et al. in [24] to
avoid self/intra-flow interference by using different channels for different hops of a multihop
path chosen on the default channel by an underlying routing protocol. This is depicted in Fig. 5.1
using an example network of 8 nodes and 3 channels (C1, C2, and C3). Fig. 5.1(a) depicts a
route between a source (S) and a destination (D) as chosen by an underlying routing protocol
on the default channel (C1). Given such a route, PIP assigns different channels to different hops
as shown in Fig. 5.1(b). However, as performance of other channels can differ drastically on a
link that is chosen on another channel (see Section 5.2), there is a high chance for PIP’s channel
assignment to result in the scenario depicted in Fig. 5.1(b) where there exists no communication
link between nodes 1 and 2 on the assigned Channel C2, thus completely stalling PIP’s packet
pipeline to result in zero throughput.
5.3.2 Practical Packet Pipelining with Constructive Interference
P 3 tackles this problem by exploiting node diversity through constructive interference. The key
idea is to make use of both receiver and sender diversities as depicted in Fig. 5.1(c). At ev-
ery intermediate hop, there are multiple receivers, which receive packets from the previous hop,
and they forward the received packet concurrently so that their transmissions interfere construc-
tively at the next hop. So we have concurrent transmissions from multiple senders to multiple



























(c) Exploiting node diversity through constructive interference in P 3.
Figure 5.1: Problem and the proposed solution.
receivers. In this way, we exploit the fact that packet receptions under such transmissions are not
correlated (see Section 5.2). For example, although there is no communication link on Channel
C2 from node 1 to 2, other links such as 4-to-6, 3-to-2, 3-to-5, etc. are of good quality on the
same channel. We exploit such links as they allow the pipeline to continue.
Practical Packet Pipeline for Maximum Throughput. A key feature of P 3 is that unlike
PIP whose maximum achievable throughput is half of the effective data rate of an underlying
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Figure 5.2: P 3’s packet pipeline achieving the maximum possible end-to-end throughput.
radio device since its source can only transmit 50% of the time, P 3 can achieve a maximum
throughput that is equal to the effective data rate. This is achieved by having the source trans-
mitting at all times. Let us describe how P 3 achieves this using an example network of 10 nodes
depicted in Fig. 5.2. To begin, source (S) transmits the first packet (pkt1) in the first pipeline
cycle (see Fig. 5.2(a)). Although this packet is heard by the intermediate nodes labeled as 1, 2,
3, and 4, only nodes 1 and 2 choose to completely receive the incoming packet. In the second
cycle (see Fig. 5.2(b)), the next transmission (pkt2) immediately follows, and this time nodes 4
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and 5 receive pkt2 while nodes 1 and 2 forward pkt1 in parallel over constructive interference
on another channel to nodes 5 and 6. This way, P 3 creates a packet pipeline in which nodes
at every intermediate hop is grouped into two sets. One (odd set) receives and forwards odd-
numbered packets and the other (even set) handles even-numbered packets. Once the pipeline
is filled, an intermediate stage is busy at all times with its one set of nodes transmitting and the
other receiving (see Figs. 5.2(c) and (d)). Such a pipeline also keeps both source and destina-
tion busy at any given point of time. Source is always transmitting while destination is always
receiving packets. End-to-End throughput is thus maximized.
5.3.3 Routing
While a simple flooding over constructive interference that originates at source is an option that
offers maximum node diversity, flooding does not serve the purpose of achieving high through-
put because of two reasons. First, a single round of flooding exploiting constructive interference
does not ensure a high reliability at all nodes, where reliability is defined as the probability that
a packet will be decoded correctly at a node. A key reason for low reception reliability over con-
structive interference is scalability problem in the sense that reliability decreases as the number
of concurrent transmitters increases ([46] and Chapter 3). Previous protocols exploiting flood-
ing based on constructive interference [36, 45] rely on multiple retransmissions of every packet
(at least 3 times) for higher reliability. However, such a retransmission policy is not an option
for P 3 as it drastically reduces throughput by a factor of the number of transmission attempts.
The second reason is that it is not energy efficient to keep an entire network awake to transfer
data between only two nodes.
Instead of using the maximum diversity offered by flooding, P 3 exploits node diversity
available in a much smaller set of all non-overlapping routes (multiple paths) of a pre-defined
hop count between a given source and destination node. As we have observed in our experi-
ments, such choice of using only non-overlapping routes often supports sufficient node diversity
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to keep the pipeline flowing as typically sensor networks are dense. However, in cases where
the set does not offer sufficient node diversity, we exploit nodes that are part of all routes that
includes both overlapping and non-overlapping routes. Exploiting only non-overlapping routes
also avoids the effect of scalability problem to a considerable extent as we wakeup only those
nodes that are part of such routes. Moreover, as woken nodes at every hop is further divided
into two sets (odd and even sets) and as only one set would be transmitting at any point of time
(see Figs. 5.2(c) and (d)), the number of concurrent transmitters at a stage is further reduced.
In order to find non-overlapping routes, we use a technique proposed by Razvan Musaloiu-
E et al. in Koala [30]. Koala is a generic and holistic framework for collecting bulk data
from a sensor network. In order to achieve an ultra-low power consumption, Koala proposes
to compute data transfer routes centrally by collecting information that represents connectivity
of the underlying network. It then disseminates computed routes to the network nodes before
initiating data transfer. Similar to Koala, we compute routes centrally (at the base station) and
we also use only high-quality links to build such routes. However, unlike in Koala, we use
Glossy to flood routing information to those nodes which constitute non-overlapping routes
between the given source and destination nodes. As Glossy exploits constructive interference,
its dissemination completes within a few tens of milliseconds, thus minimally affecting the end-
to-end goodput achieved by P 3. Note that for any bulk data transfer protocols like P 3 and PIP,
data routes have to be installed before they can be executed. So overhead incurred in computing
and installing such routes is common to all of them.
5.3.4 Channel Assignment
Along with the identities of nodes that form routes and their hop count, channels that they
should use for reception are also embedded as a part of routing information disseminated from
the base station. All nodes with the same hop count use the same reception channel. Never-
theless, different channels are used for different hops so that packet pipelining is supported.
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For selecting channels, we use ZigBee channels that are generally free from interference from
the commonly used WiFi channels as such a ZigBee channel exhibits no correlation among its
packet receptions under constructive interference. Typically, channels 26, 25, 20, and 15 are
such channels [49]. Note that due to node diversity available at every pipeline stage, four such
channels are sufficient to cope with any self interference and these channels can be repeated
on routes longer than 4 hops. Moreover, also note that channels 26 and 25 should not be used
for consecutive stages as there exists adjacent-channel interference [48]. A gap of one other
channel minimizes the effect such interference.
5.3.5 Scalability at the Last Stage
Because multiple senders and receivers are available for communication between any two inter-
mediate stages of P 3’s pipeline, typically sufficient number of nodes at every stage experience
a high packet reception reliability. However, the last stage lacks receiver diversity as there is
only one receiver (destination). This node often experiences poor reception reliability due to
too many concurrent senders causing scalability problem. In order to improve its reliability, we
use a simple technique in which only those nodes of the penultimate stage with a good reception
reliability of at least a pre-defined threshold value would participate in forwarding the received
packets. Otherwise they simply drop the received packets. This typically limits number of con-
current transmissions overlapping at the destination as not all penultimate-stage nodes would
experience a good reception quality. In our current implementation, we use 80% of reception
reliability as threshold based on experimental observations.
5.3.6 Fast Retransmissions
It is often the case that destination would still have missing packets after completing the full
round of data transfer in which source would have transmitted every packet once. While rateless
coding is an option for recovery of missing data, the decoding cost is high and it would drasti-
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cally reduce throughput. Instead, we use simple retransmissions of missing packets but over our
fast pipeline. Source starts the retransmissions procedure by transmitting a control message that
immediately follows the transmission of last data packet over the same fast pipeline used for
data. This control message serves two purposes: (1) it informs destination to transmit a bit vec-
tor indicating the missing packets; (2) it also notifies intermediate nodes to change their sending
channels so that the bit vector message can also be transmitted over a fast pipeline exploiting
node diversity through constructive interference but in the reverse direction from destination to
source. As a response to reception of a bit-vector message, source retransmits missing packets
and intermediate nodes switch back to their original sending channels so that missing data is
retransmitted over the original pipeline. The entire process is repeated until destination receives
all packets. Note that transmission of control messages over pipelining takes only a few tens of
milliseconds.
5.3.7 Implementation
P 3 is implemented in Contiki OS based on code by Glossy and Splash. In particular, support
for constructive interference is derived from Glossy code, and capability to exploit multiple
channels with constructive interference is derived from Splash’s implementation. In this section,
we provide an overview of the implementation aspects that are specific to P 3.
Packet Transfer from MCU to Radio1. As PIP transmits a packet once every two pipeline
cycles, time taken for loading a packet from MCU to radio memory particularly at the source
node has no impact on its throughput on typical sensor devices (like TelosB). There is sufficient
time for the source MCU to load a packet in alternate pipeline cycles as they are idle otherwise.
On the other hand, P 3 allows the source to transmit a packet in every cycle. Therefore,
waiting until a packet is entirely loaded into radio memory before starting its transmission
considerably degrades throughput. Note that loading takes considerable time although typically
1Note that this issue is entirely different from the bottleneck issue of SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface) discussed
in PIP [23
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still less than radio transmission time. We tackle this issue by parallelizing loading of a packet
with its own transmission by the underlying radio. We start loading a packet immediately after
sending a command strobe to radio for its calibration, and radio starts transmission as soon as
it is calibrated while loading is still in progress. As loading is faster than transmission, buffer
underflow is not an issue [36]. The same technique is exploited even in Glossy but for a different
purpose of achieving synchronization for constructive interference.
Avoiding Explicit Synchronization. The key contribution of Glossy is the fact that it
ensures a deterministic delay in processing packets: time taken by a network node for re-
ceiving and forwarding of a packet is highly deterministic. Glossy was further extended by
Splash (Chapter 3) with a capability to switch channels without affecting such determinism.
We exploit these facts to avoid the need for explicitly maintaining tight synchronization among
pipeline nodes otherwise required for coordinating channel switchings among those nodes. In
PIP’s pipeline, all nodes need to be synchronized to the source and such synchronization is
maintained in PIP by explicit transmissions of timestamps by the source to all other nodes.
On the other hand, because of deterministic delays, tight synchronization is inherent in P 3.
For illustration, consider P 3’s source transmitting three packets. It begins by transmitting first
packet to the nodes of the odd set. The second packet immediately follows the first and it is
received by the nodes of the even set while the odd set would be parallely forwarding the first
packet. As all packets are of equal length and because of determinism, by the time source starts
transmitting the third packet, the odd set would have finished forwarding the first packet and
would have switched to its receiving channel to receive the third packet.
Lack of OS Services. As P 3 exploits constructive interference for both data and control
packet transmissions, its code does not use any service from its OS (Contiki) as such services
incur variable delays making it impossible to support constructive interference. P 3 is imple-
mented entirely as part of an interrupt handler with all the other interrupts being disabled dur-
ing P 3’s operation. Lack of OS services such as radio drivers and abstraction that exposes any
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number of timers particularly made implementing P 3’s control operations such as bit-vector
transmissions a difficult task. All required timeouts had to be implemented using only two
timers out of only six available timers in total while the remaining four were used for main-
stream data operations.
Flash Access. As P 3 achieves the maximum goodput, packets are always being received at
the destination. Thus it is challenging for the destination node to find sufficient amount of time
so that received packets can be written into external flash or transmitted over serial port. One
option is to overlap reception of a byte by radio with writing of the immediate previously read
byte into flash. As flash access is faster than radio reception, MCU can become free in time to
read the next radio byte. Another option is to have a set of two sensor nodes as a base station
in which one node receives packets in odd-numbered cycles and the other receiving packets in
even-numbered cycles. This gives each node sufficient time duration to write a received packet
into flash or transmit it onto serial port while the other node is busy in receiving packet over
the radio. However, for simplicity, in our current implementation of P 3, we assume that base
station (destination) has enough RAM memory to hold all bulk data from all network nodes.
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5.4 Performance Evaluation of P3
In this section, we present the results of our experiments carried out on Indriya.
5.4.1 Experimental Methodology
We compare P 3 against PIP. We reimplemented PIP in Contiki, based on Glossy code, and
our reimplementation is much faster than all previous implementations of PIP. The original
implementation can at most achieve a goodput of about 63 Kbps [22, 23], whereas our reim-
plementation can achieve a maximum goodput of about 99 Kbps. This improvement is due to
the fact that our code is based on Glossy’s code that ensures highly deterministic and minimum
delays in processing packets. Note that PIP was also reimplemented by Duquennoy et al. in
Burst Forwarding [22] and this reimplementation can at most reach a goodput of about 73 Kbps.
However, similar to the reimplementation by Duquennoy et al. in [22], our code for PIP is
also a basic version which does not support techniques such as channel hopping adopted by PIP.
Lack of channel hopping is not a problem as while it can avoid pipeline stalls to some extent,
it does not maintain a high throughput. Moreover, we also do not adopt PIP’s routing protocol
that uses a poor channel for building routes based on RSSI thresholds. This is because sensor
networks like Indriya are often disconnected on such poor channels. In general, strict RSSI
thresholds can cause network partitioning.
For all our experiments, we use the maximum transmission power of 0 dBm and routes
on which pipelined transmissions are carried out are chosen on Channel 26 which is the most
commonly used default channel. For bothP 3 and PIP, we use the same set of channels to support
pipelining. For P 3, we choose multiple routes as explained in Section 5.3. For fair comparison,
we choose one among these routes for PIP that uses a single route and we also retain the same
assignment of channels as used in P 3. For packet size, we use the maximum data payload size
of 118 bytes that P 3 supports. This results in a packet of 128 bytes, the maximum packet size
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supported by the CC2420 radio. For every experimental run, we transmit 500 such maximum-
sized packets for a total bulk data size of 59 KBytes. Moreover, content of every packet is
randomly generated. For metrics, we measure goodput, the number of application-data bits
successfully received at the destination per unit time. It is computed by measuring time duration
that starts with transmission of the first wakeup packet by root (base station/destination) that
contains routing information and channels to be used for pipelined transmissions. The duration
ends when the root successfully receives the last data packet.
5.4.2 Summary of Testbed Results
Fig. 5.3 compares goodput achieved by P 3 and PIP on 12 routes whose source and destination
nodes were located on different floors of Indriya for 11 out of 12 routes. Hop count for these
routes ranges from 2 to 6 hops with an average value of 4.1 hops per route. Note that typically
maximum hop count for common routing protocols like CTP on Indriya is 5 or 6 hops at the
maximum transmission power of 0 dBm. We can make a few observations. First, PIP’s goodput
often reduces to zero as observed on 7 out of 12 cases (e,g,. Route2). This is due to the lack of
a communication link on at least one of the channels assigned for one its pipeline stages (hops),
which in turn completely stalls its pipeline resulting in a goodput of zero. On the other hand, as
P 3 exploits node diversity, it is able to achieve an average goodput of 179.3 Kbps particularly
in cases where PIP’s goodput is zero.
The second observation is that link asymmetry is a major problem for PIP as it can also
completely stall its pipeline. For example, on Route9, while an assigned channel over a certain
hop experiences good quality in the forward direction from source to destination, there exists
no communication link in the opposite direction for control packets such as SNACK messages
requesting retransmission of missing packets. Lack of control messages prevents the source
from transmitting any missing data reducing goodput to zero. Whereas P 3 handles asymmetry
effectively as it exploits node diversity in both the directions, thus resulting in a goodput of
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Figure 5.3: Goodput comparison between P 3 and PIP.
189.1 Kbps on the same route (Route9).
Overall, the minimum and maximum goodput values observed for P 3 are 148.8 Kbps
(Route10) and 199.7 Kbps (Route 7) respectively. On average, P 3 achieves a goodput of
177.8 Kbps whereas PIP’s average goodput is a much lower value of only 35.6 Kbps.
5.4.3 Effective Utilization
In order to measure utilization, we need to know the effective data rate supported by the under-
lying de facto standard CC2420 radio device with a physical data rate of 250 Kbps. Effective
data rate is the maximum speed at which CC2420 can transmit application-data bits. We mea-
sure the effective data rate by having a TelosB mote equipped with a CC2420 radio chip to
transmit 500 packets each with the maximum data payload size of 125 bytes as supported by
CC2420. Fig. 5.4 depicts the observed effective data rate for five different runs. In each run, it
took about 2.27 seconds to complete transmissions, thus resulting in the depicted effective data
rate of about 220.4 Kbps. This means time corresponding to the remaining 29.6 Kbps, which is
about 11.8% of the physical rate of 250 Kbps is spent in loading packets from MCU to radio,
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Figure 5.4: Effective data rate of CC2420 Radio.
radio device transmissions such as physical layer header, preamble, SFD, etc.
We define effective utilization as the percentage of effective data rate that P 3 utilizes in
exclusively serving application data end-to-end. Fig. 5.5 depicts effective utilization of P 3
for two of its cases: (1) considers the time taken for wakeup that disseminates routing and
channels’ information; (2) without this wakeup overhead, which considers only complete end-
to-end transmission of bulk data. As shown, P 3’s effective utilization can reach 94.1% (Route7)
without wakeup overhead and 90.6% with the overhead as observed on the same route. The
lowest utilization of 67.5% and 70.4% can be observed on Route10 for with and without wakeup
overhead respectively. Nevertheless, the packet goodput on Route10 is still significantly high in
both the cases: 148.8 Kbps with wakeup overhead and 155.2 Kbps without. On average, 84.2%
of the effective data rate is utilized by P 3 to serve application data. The remaining capacity
of 15.8% is mainly taken by P 3’s 6-bytes packet header and control overhead involved in data
retransmissions.
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Goodput of P3 for Different Payload Sizes
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Figure 5.6: Goodput of P 3 for different packet payload sizes.
5.4.4 Effect of Packet Size
It is known that reliability of packet reception under constructive interference decreases as
packet length increases ([36] and Chapter 3) So there exists a tradeoff between decreasing
packet corruption by having smaller packets and on the other hand, using a larger packet for
reducing control overhead such as transmissions of headers and preambles. In order to evaluate
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effect of this tradeoff on P 3’s goodput, we execute P 3 configured with 5 different payload sizes
on a randomly chosen route on Indriya with its source and destination nodes locating in differ-
ent floors. For each considered payload size, we execute 3 runs. Fig 5.6 plots P 3’s goodput
in each of those runs for all considered sizes. As we can see, goodput is maximum for the
maximum-sized payload of 118 bytes as gain that is rendered by a larger packet outweighs the
loss that it incurs due to corruption under constructive interference.
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5.5 Summary
Due to drastic performance differences that exist among different channels, performance of
the state-of-the-art approach of PIP that exploits channel diversity to create a high-throughput
packet pipeline is often poor in practice. In order to tackle this problem, we have proposed P 3,
a practical packet pipelining protocol that keeps its packet pipeline flowing despite substantial
quality differences among channels.
Our key technique is to account for such quality differences by exploiting both receiver
and sender diversities through constructive interference. Moreover, unlike existing approaches
whose maximum achievable goodput is half of the effective data rate of an underlying radio, P 3
achieves a maximum goodput that is close to the effective data rate. Our evaluation results on a
139-node testbed show that P 3 achieves an average goodput of 177.8 Kbps while PIP’s average
goodput is only 35.6 Kbps. Moreover, we observed P 3 achieving an average goodput of about
179.3 Kbps in cases where goodput of PIP reduces to zero which happens often in practice.
Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter, we summarize our research contributions and provide a discussion on future
work.
6.1 Research Contributions
Our main research contributions are as follows:
(1) We design and implement Splash, a data dissemination protocol that is more than an order
of magnitude faster than state-of-the-art dissemination protocols.
(2) We propose a new approach to exploit long-range communication links through channel
diversity with a new protocol called ILTP, which does not require an energy-intensive
operation of packet overhearing. Thus saving a significant amount of energy compared to
existing approaches all of which require packet overhearing.
(3) We design and implement P 3, a high-throughput data collection protocol that is on aver-
age 5 times faster than the state-of-the-art PIP protocol. More importantly, P 3 maintains
a high average throughput even in cases where PIP’s throughput reduces to zero which
happens often in practice.
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(4) Our measurement study of constructive interference demonstrates that packet receptions
across receivers decoding simultaneous transmissions are not correlated on all ZigBee
channels.
(5) Using our experiments in both outdoor and indoor settings, we show that reception qual-
ities of different channels on IQ links are not correlated and some of the channels change
in their quality on a time scale of minutes.
6.1.1 Splash: Fast Data Dissemination
Splash is a fast and scalable dissemination protocol for wireless sensor networks, that exploits
constructive interference and channel diversity to achieve high speed and scalability. To achieve
high reliability, Splash incorporates the use of transmission density diversity, opportunistic over-
hearing, channel-cycling, and XOR coding.
We evaluated Splash on two large multihop sensor networks. Our results show that Splash
is able to disseminate a 32-kilobyte data object in about 25 seconds on both the testbeds. Com-
pared to DelugeT2, Splash reduces dissemination time on average by a factor of 21, and in the
best case, by up to a factor of 57.8. This is significantly better than MT-Deluge [16], the best
state-of-the-art dissemination protocol, which achieves a reduction factor of only 2.42 compared
to Deluge.
6.1.2 ILTP: Transforming Intermediate Quality Links into Good Links
ILTP enables data collection protocols to exploit long-range IQ links without having to en-
gage in an energy-intensive operation of packet overhearing. Moreover, unlike in existing ap-
proaches, ILTP allows to exploit such links continuously rather than using them only oppor-
tunistically. In order to do so, ILTP transforms IQ links into good links by exploiting channel
diversity. Our key insight is that the PRR across different channels on IQ links are not correlated
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and it is common on such links to find channels that change in their quality on a time scale of
minutes. Consequently, when the link quality of a channel is bad, it is highly likely that a good
channel can be found and its quality will remain good for at least a few minutes.
We evaluated ILTP and its integration with CTP on three large-scale testbeds and show that
ILTP is able to consistently transform IQ links into good links. We observe that even a poor
link with a PRR 0.05 can be transformed into a good link with a PRR greater than 0.9. With
ILTP integrated, the average number of transmissions per end-to-end packet delivery is reduced
by 24-58%, without incurring any overhearing energy costs.
6.1.3 P3: Practical Packet Pipelining
P 3 is high-throughput data collection protocol that keeps its packet pipeline flowing despite
substantial quality differences among different channels. It does so by exploiting node diversity
on both senders and receivers through constructive interference. Moreover, unlike existing ap-
proaches whose maximum achievable goodput is half of the effective data rate of an underlying
radio device, P 3 can achieve a maximum goodput that is equal to the effective data rate.
Our evaluation results on Indriya testbed show that P 3 achieves an end-to-end average good-
put of 177.8 Kbps while state-of-the-art PIP’s average goodput is only 35.6 Kbps. This 5 times
improvement is achieved despite of the fact that we reimplemented PIP and our reimplementa-
tion is 57% faster than its original implementation. More interestingly, P 3 maintains an average
goodput of 179.3 Kbps in cases where goodput of PIP reduces to zero which happens often in
practice. Overall, average end-to-end utilization of P 3 is 84.2% of the effective data rate of the
underlying CC2420 radio while PIP’s average utilization is only 16.2%.
6.1.4 Correlation
We empirically show that packet receptions under constructive interference are not correlated
on all ZigBee channels, particularly on those ZigBee channels which do not overlap with the
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WiFi channels occupied in a target environment. While we exploit this observation for handling
channels-quality differences, it is useful in general in designing communication protocols based
on constructive interference.
Our measurements also demonstrate that reception qualities of different channels on long-
range IQ links are not correlated, and sufficient number of channels on such links tend to change
in quality on a time scale of minutes. This means when the link quality of a channel is bad, it
is highly likely that a good channel can be found and its quality will remain good for at least a
few minutes.
6.2 Future Work
Following are some of the possible extensions of our work, and applications of our methods to
other scenarios.
Reliability of Constructive Interference. It is a challenging task to efficiently ensure a
high reception reliability under constructive interference, given that its reliability is affected by
several factors such as packet size, number of concurrent transmitters, and channel conditions.
While Splash uses smart retransmissions exploiting transmission density diversity, channel cy-
cling, opportunistic overhearing, and XOR coding for its high reliability, not all protocols ex-
ploiting constructive interference can incorporate these techniques. A more generic solution
is to retransmit every packet for a pre-defined number of times and it is adopted by all other
previous protocols based on constructive interference [36, 45]. Clearly, this method is not adap-
tive to dynamic factors such as channel conditions and number of concurrent transmissions
overlapping at a receiver, both of which vary from node to node even within the same network.
While this lack of adaptiveness affects all previous protocols [36, 45], it also affects P 3 that
also relies on a pre-defined number of retransmissions for conveying control information such
as bit-vector messages. We are currently working on an adaptive method to learn which nodes
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of a hop should engage in concurrent transmissions (forwarding) of a received packet so that
the average reception reliability at the nexthop is maximized. This future work will be useful in
general to protocols that exploit constructive interference and which rely on a fixed number of
packet retransmissions for high reliability.
Radio Chips Supporting Constructive Interference. As our work demonstrates the fact
that constructive interference can offer significant gains, it is considerably worth designing fu-
ture radio chips to support synchronous transmissions in hardware. This can be significantly
useful for two reasons: (1) Hardware support can improve reception reliability under such
transmissions as it can avoid desynchronization caused by the currently required interactions
between MCU and radio, by completely eliminating such interactions. (2) Because of GCC
compiler optimizations, changes to parts of the current code that supports synchronous trans-
missions can affect the code’s capability to result in constructive interference, thus making it
difficult to build applications over such code. On the other hand, a hardware support is inde-
pendent of such optimizations.
Designing hardware support for constructive interference is feasible as it has already been
demonstrated in Backcast [96] that hardware acknowledgement frames supported by CC2420
can result in constructive interference with a reliability of above 97%, when multiple nodes
concurrently acknowledge reception of the same packet.
Multimedia Applications. As observed in our evaluation studies, P 3 achieves an average
collection goodput of 177.8 Kbps and Splash takes only about 8 seconds for disseminating about
97.8% which translates into a dissemination goodput of about 32 Kbps per node. Such high rates
mean there is a potential for exploiting constructive interference to realize multimedia wireless
sensor networks [97, 98, 99], which in turn benefits applications such as video surveillance as
for example, by reducing wiring costs or by enhancing the field of view [100].
Reasons for Channels-Quality Differences. As we demonstrated by experiments, there
exists drastic quality differences among different channels in practice. As such differences are
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true even among channels that are non-interfering with the WiFi channels, we are not sure of the
exact causes for the observed differences. Although multipath fading that varies from channel to
channel [101] is a potential cause, it is unknown that whether such fading can cause differences
which are as substantial as a good link on one channel may not even exists on another channel.
It is worth understating the causes as it will be useful in general in designing communication
protocols based on channel diversity.
Extension to WiFi Networks. A natural extension of our work is to implement them in
the WiFi domain. However, a major hurdle is the fact that we are not sure whether off-the-
shelf WiFi radio chips can be exploited to support constructive interference. While Rahul et al.
showed that constructive interference is practical in the WiFi domain [44], their implementation
is limited in the sense that it is in FPGA, not for off-the-shelf WiFi chips. Investigating the
feasibility of constructive interference using off-the-shelf WiFi chips itself would be a research
work of great significance as if it is feasible it can solve numerous issues of the WiFi networks,
such as eliminating contention overhead, reducing error probability, and increasing physical
data rates [44].
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